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Abstract
MetaFormances is a correspondence-based project that took place between 2005 and 2007.
Miming the protocol of business form letters, the letters request their recipient to perform
absurd, erotic, and illicit behavior in order to transform the letter into something else. As I see
it, the recipients' correspondence signals their readiness to play, to accept their role in the
transubstantiation of the letter, to believe in the metaphysical force of the delicate printed word,
to extend a joke.
Each letter was mailed via overnight express courier along with a disposable 35 mm. camera
and self-addressed, self-stamped envelope. The project engaged a motley crew of 32
characters - a mailman, a confettiologist, a Dutch man, a computation origami expert (and his
dad), a porn artist, a pinata factory, a psychoanalyst, etc. As stand-ins for my own body, the
letters enable an exploration of the forbidden, the otherwise inaccessible, the abject. Through
this process of substitution, the the letters (symbolically) venture towards carnality, enacting
rites of death, wish-fulfillment, and regeneration. The letters thus provide a way establishing
communion, limitlessness, and transcendence. As its title suggests, MetaFormances is a project
that investigates the in-between, restructuring authorship as vector; content as traversion; form
as process.
This thesis explores various topics related to the notion of an epistolary game. For instance,
in my examination of the suppression of the body within writing, I draw example from Julia
Kristeva's notion of "obscene language", Jacques Derrida's "ecriture batarde", and Doris
Sommer's "bilingual aesthetics." In investigating both the historicity and affective aspects of a
scriptural economy, I consider literary critics (Barthes, Derrida) and cultural historian Francis
Barker. I draw from film theorist Giuliana Bruno and the psychoanalytic perspectives (Freud,
Lacan, Kristeva, Zizek) to consider object-relations such as the substitute, the fetish, the
specter, the transubstanciate. I conclude by comparing the eschatological figures of (in)finitude
in the writing of Kristeva, Bataille, Foucault, and Derrida.
Thesis Supervisor: Ute Meta Bauer
Title: Associate Professor of Visual Arts & Director of the Visual Arts Program
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Introduction
MetaFormances is a correspondence-based project that took place between 2005 and 2007.
Miming the protocol of business form letters, the letters request their recipient to perform
absurd, erotic, and illicit behavior in order to transform the letter into something else. As I see
it, the recipients' correspondence signals their readiness to play, to accept their role in the
transubstantiation of the letter, to believe in the metaphysical force of the delicate printed word,
their complicity in extending a joke.
Each letter was mailed via overnight express courier along with a disposable 35 mm. camera
and self-addressed, self-stamped envelope. The project engaged a motley crew of 32
characters - a mailman, a confettiologist, a Dutch man, a computation origami expert (and his
dad), a porn artist, a pinata factory, a psychoanalyst, etc. I knew about half of the recipients; the
others I found after extensive searches for recipients who I thought would "play along."
It was impossible to get responses from all the recipients. I got a lot of rejections. Most of those
who responded did so after I pestered them with polite reminder emails and phone calls that
followed proper business protocol. I used my best phone voice and invoked my most illustrious
epistolary skills as I could possibly muster, deployed my ten years' training as an administrator
and grant-writer. A few of the recipients responded of their own accord. It seemed to me that
they did so because they felt that I had somehow incised their day-to-day life. Some explicitly
told me this is how they felt. Several of the letters I wrote returned to me without warning, a
year or two after I had mailed them off.
The process of letter-writing unfolded organically according to some logic that I processually
discovered. During this working process, I needed to have some way of understanding the
rules of the epistolary exchange, so I wrote them down exactly as they presented themselves
to me. Most of the time, the logic governing the letters (the choice of the recipient, the request
I suggested, the approach, etc.) made themselves clear to me through revelatory moments in
which I imagined myself to be an ecstatic sociopath or thoroughly repressed Victorian pervert.
It's the recognition of this double consciousness that I believe is contained here in this essay.
Fundamentally, this essay explains why I wrote the letters. I don't consider myself a religious
person but somehow these letters invoke a sense of religiosity. To me, the letters are
meditations on life, death, and alterity; the letters utilize myth and symbolism to suggest
transcendence, abjection, violence, communion, reincarnation, faith, etc.
MetaFormances culminated in the form of an installation and a book (this essay). Along the way
towards its closure, MetaFormances was exhibited or performed in various gallery spaces from
2006-7 that helped me develop the project. These venues include Showa Kinen Park (Tokyo,
Japan), The Lab (San Francisco), Moles Not Molar Series at The Rotunda (Philadelphia), Space
Other (Boston), the Massachussets Institute of Technology (Cambridge, US), Second Gallery
(Boston), and more. Many thanks to those who supported my endeavors.
Notes on Methodology
Polyphony as Method
We are all the time selecting to communicate in different interrelated socio-linguisitc registers.
Complimentary, different, they convey similar messages in different tones. Imbricated, they
resound.
Embracing plurivocality, I therefore split this text into three voices. My intention is for this chorus
to rejoin and echo one another; through this play I hope to show their respective virtues and
limits.
Embodied Voice
The first voice narrates the series of correspondences exchanged with others over the period of
a year and a half. Crude and naive, at times reflective, this spoken register ventriloquates the
colloquial discourse of personages that I mime:
-the wistful voice of a ten-year old naif
-a "dude" voice assumed with close friends who know that its deployment mocks its patriarchal
presuppositions
-the voice of an obsessive. Its propositional inflections is intended to build the reader's
perception of a hyperbolic and hysterical narrator. Purposefully maniacal, this is the voice of the
humunculus-that exteriorated devil that drives its narrator towards mischief.
Stylistically, this voice finds inspiration, sanction, and aegis from writers such as Henry Miller,
whose protagonists' excess articulates trails of thought you refuse to otherwise recognize;
Kafka, whose allegories geometricize from the most banal details; Dostoevsky, whose frightfully
bumbling protagonists only affirm; Jerzy Kaczynski, whose gruesome tales shock, and Michelle
Tea, whose protagonists are both pitiful and strong. What these writers share is their willingness
to accept human falibility-moments of pathetic grovelling, fear of death, perversion, abjection,
and their converse: the desire redemption, the capacity for inspiration, for limitlessness-and
their appreciation of what literary critic Michael Bakhtin referred to as 'grotesque realism'.
Describing the fundamental tenets of 'grotesque realism', Bakhtin writes, "Exaggeration,
hyperbolism, excessiveness are generally considered fundamental attributes of the grotesque
style."- Its narrator storytells like a carney barker. Excessive, they are excused only through
maintaining their story and continuing their spell. Bakthin writes, "The barker of a show would
not be accused of heresy, no matter what he might say, provided he maintained his clownery.
Rabelais maintained it."b
Voice of the Proper
Present in the form of business letters, the second voice parodies the restraints of workplace
etiquette. This voice is almost-violent, almost-psychotic, almost-mystical, almost-maniacal,
thoroughly repressed.
Exegetical Voice
The third voice interprets and locates this text within other discourses. It contests universalized
notions of desire, language, and play. Destabilizing and decentering, this voice instaurates
MetaFormances within an array of other discourses.
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appear and (disappear) to enact impropriety. Accordingly,
the bastard might be named 'impropriety itself'-might,
that is, if he/she/it could be named, or if impropriety could
be itself. Bastards, however, cannot be named properly
and the one thing impropriety cannot be is one thing."e
Derrida locates 'the bastard' as a condition of illegitimacy
that emerges from within writing. ". . .criture batarde (or
simply batarde) is a kind of writing that tends to be aimless
scribbling, and thus is not regarded as legitimate."f In other
words, ecriture batarde is that which does not function as
communication but as expression in itself.
Similar to Derrida's notion of the ecriture batarde, Julia
Kristeva's theories on abject language, which she refers
to as "the obscene," shares a structure that codes social
values in terms of binaries-order/disorder, Law/illicit,
pure/impure, subject/object, proper/obscene, etc. The
mention of one opposition indirectly conjures its converse:
'legitimate' or 'proper' language signifies by knowing what
not to reference. For Kristeva, the "obscene" refers to the
body and desire suppressed within writing.
Far from referring, as do all signs, to an object exterior
to discourse and identifiable as such by consciousness,
the obscene word is the minimal mark of a situation
of desire where the identity of the signifying subject, if
not destroyed, is exceeded by a conflict of instinctual
drives linking one subject to another. There is nothing
better than an obscene word for perceiving the limits of a
phenomenological linguistics faced with the heterogeneous
and complete architectonics of significance. The obscene
word, lacking an objective referent, is also the contrary
of an autonymy-which involves the function of a word
or utterance as sign; the obscene word mobilizes the
signifying resources of the subject, permitting it to cross
through the membrance of meaning where consciousness
holds it, connecting it to gesturality, kinaesthesia, the
drives' body, the movement of rejection and appropriation
of the other.9
In other words, when the obscene word crosses the
threshold of the proper, it evokes desire and disgust. As
Roland Barthes suggests, impassioned reading and writing
cannot take place without desire: "every reading is steeped
in Desire.(or Disgust)."h
We might locate the elision of the body within writing
as a very specific characteristic of a society founded
on a scriptural economy, or what Derrida refers to as a
'graphosphere.' Influenced by the work of Michel Foucault,
Francis Barker links the corporal proscription in writing to
the formation of modern institutions (e.g., prisons, juridial
systems, apparati of censorship, etc.). Establishing the
context for understanding the radical reformation of the
body politic in 17th century Europe, Barker writes:
The political upheaval of the mid-century established, as
all revolutions must if they are thoroughgoing, a new set
of connections between subject and discourse, subject
and polity, and in doing so altered fundamentally the terms
between which these mutually constitutive relations held.
In the space of a relatively few years a new set of relations
between state and citizen, body and soul, language and
meaning, was fashioned. The older sovereignty of the
Elizabethan period was disassembled, and in its place
was established a conjunction of novel social spaces
and activities, bound together by transformed lines of
ideological and physical force among which new images
of the body and its passions were a crucial, if increasingly
occluded, element.)
By suggesting that the "occlusion" of the "body and its
passions" from official written discourse is historically
determined, Barker aligns corporal alienation as a pre-
condition of the modern bourgeois subject. Like Kristeva,
Barker suggests that the suppression of the body
paradoxically incites its invocation. Never fully absent,
Barker locates the body's spectral presence within or
around writing.
Constituted in writing, the discursive medium which
governs the epoch and separates itself silently but
efficiently from the spectacle, covering its own traces, the
bourgeois subject substitutes for its corporeal body the
rarefied body of the text. The carnality of the body has
been dissolved and dissipated until it can be reconstituted
in writing at a distance from itself. . . As the privatized
subject writes, its text is constrained to say more than
it knows itself to say, an excess of signification beyond
the self's lived disposition which is incited, paradoxically,
by the censorship which is the governing principle of
its discourse. The split subject is designed at an abject
inner distance from itself and from the ambivalent,
supplementary body which has been exiled, in one of
its aspects, from the interior consistency of the subject's
discourse to a ghostly, insubstantial place at the margins,
and in its other phase, to a location outside discourse as
one amongst its objects in the world.k
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body"-is either relegated to a space outside official
written discourse (such as the private diary, a space of
confession), or sublimated within the margins of writing.
Thus, under the sovereignty of the modern graphosphere,
expediency is predicated on a self-removal: in budgets,
form letters, grants, and databases, the individual voice
or corporal presence is inimical to an objective order. I
am interested in the moment when the 'grain of the voice"
bleeds through and exceeds the normative strictures
of a bourgeois protocol. Rebellious and haunting, this
(abject, obscene, bastardly) excess reminds us of our
own pretensions in assuming that the letter was ever
something other than a transmission from one human to
another. What is this 'insubstantial place at the margins'
of the graphosphere-the place where the corporal elision
is incomplete, where the body or voice begins to emerge-
-perhaps inappropriately-- rendering all at once, in a
way that may not have been previously perceptible, the
massive corporal suppression involved in the scriptural
production of a bureaucratic hegemony?
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marisa jahn
mail
tel 011.415.254.9151
fax 011.800.867.2839
e hello@marisajahn.com
to:
March 10, 2006
Dear
I'm writing to ask for your complicity.
Perhaps you didn't know, but it's enjoyable to watch you shave your beard. When I watch you
tend to your body's exigencies, I encounter a pleasurable contradiction: on the one hand I recall
my failure at times to locate the boundaries between you and me. On the other hand I am
reminded of your complete bodily othemess. To watch you shave your beard-this masculine
attribute-invokes the sensation of otherness; from this distance I then objectify you.
And I've noticed that you often end up with quite a few nicks. You then use bits of tissue paper to
stop up the blood. I'm interested in thinking about artwork as something that touches the body
and serves an alimentary function.
So here's what I ask of you: next time you cut yourself shaving, use a snippet of this letter in
place of the tissue. As our relationship began first as epistolary correspondence, it's quite fitting
that you would trust my words to dress your wounds.
If you choose to send correspondence or evidence/documentation it would bring me great
pleasure.
Warm Regards,
Marisa
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Troubadour on Skates
Dressed in festive attire to fit the event
or function Peter O'Malley roves
through the crowd with the greatest of
ease. Providing Close up magic,
comedic venues, minstrel music (guitar
and song) and fin for all attendees.
His performance is very often done on
roller-skates which adds an additional
element of of surpnse and
astonishment. Never a dull moment
when he rolls around engaging people
and groups in fun and laughter
wherever he hangs his magic hat.
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Award Winning Boston Magician, Musical Entertainer, and
Boston Variety Entertainer
Marnying an Engaging Personality
and keen sense of wit with and
uncanny repertoire of magic
hicks, comedy and song, this
Boston Peter O'Maley
is acclaimed as "a brand new
species of one-man show" and is
among New Englaners most
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marisa jahn
mail
tel 011.415.254.9151
fax 011.800.867.2839
e hello@marisajahn.com
to:
Peter Magic O'Malley
c/o Old Country Buffet
Arsenal Mall
500 Arsenal St.
Watertown, MA 02472
617 822-2292
April 11, 2006
Dear Peter:
I'm writing to ask for your complicity.
From your website and the enthusiasm of your voice over the phone, I understand that you are
someone who enjoys magic because it brings others so much joy. I am an artist whose work
involves transforming letters and correspondence (such as this) into something more. I like
thinking about artwork as a kind of magic: through the mastery of our medium, we use the
simplest of tricks to turn the ordinary into something extraordinary.
With a nod to your skills and command of your materials, I am hoping that you'll assist in
transforming this very letter using your magic. So here's what I ask of you: could you please
incorporate this letter into your magic shows? I'm exhilarated at the idea that you could
manipulate this piece of paper and make it appear and disappear in front of an audience-I can
imagine the enchantment in their eyes. Your assistance would help fulfill my wish to have my
words invoke wonder in others.
If you choose to send correspondence or evidence/documentation it would bring me great
pleasure.
Warm Regards,
Marisa
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marisa jahn
mail
tel 011.415.254.9151
fax 011.800.867.2839
e hello@marisajahn.com
to:
March 10, 2006
Dear
I'm writing to ask for your complicity.
Although it's been a long time (8 years) since we've corresponded, I haven't forgotten one of your
projects at in which you inserted objects into your vagina and expunged them on
webcam. I'm looking at your website and see that your work continues to explore the process by
which objects acquire an erotic and affective dimension - I too share this interest. But while my
work (such as this letter) often situates language and text as the object of fetish, your work
explores these ideas through what you describe as the 'visceral'. The other day, it became
apparent to me the way that words and body could become conjoined.
So here's what I ask of you: Take this letter and insert it into your vagina; expunge it.
If you choose to send correspondence or evidence/documentation it would bring me great
pleasure.
Warm Regards,
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Date: 4/5/2006 5:59 PM
To: Marisa Jahn
hey marisa,
i just got your package in the mail last week and i didn't
open it because i want to give it the proper attention it
deserves.
so, this weekend is totally up in the air-
si'm not
really making any plans to do anything.
as you can imagine, i have to raincheck our coffee date -
but i would definitely like to see you after the baby
comes and i feel like a normal person again.
we should talk after things settle down a little...
i'm looking forward to opening that box.
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marisa jahn
mail
tel 011.415.254.9151
fax 011.800.867.2839
e hello@marisajahn.com
to:
April 11, 2006
Dear M
I'm writing to ask for your complicity.
As a professional art handler, your work involves the careful handling of culturally coveted
objects. I can't help thinking that on a day-to-day level you must have a very tactile and sensual
experience of these icons which are known to most only as image. This sensorial memory of the
artwork lends you a special power over the art object: the owners themselves do not touch the
artwork in their collection; they are, like me, viewers. You alone, as the artwork's handler,
possess this access-the power to touch.
I would like to partake in your intimacy with the art object, and I hope you will indulge a specific
request. So here's what I ask of you: the next time at work, when you are asked to ship a work of
art, slip this letter in with the rest of the packing material. Please be sure that this letter directly
touches the artwork, to both caress and cradle.
If you choose to send correspondence or evidence/documentation it would bring me great
pleasure.
Warm Regards,
Marisa
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thanks for your notes. i have been mulling over this dilemma ok let's think about this. certainly we
can blacken out our names (with archival ink!). or perhaps a small piece of the letter (not the entire
thing) gets to touch the artwork. or i can get someone to declare the letter a work of art, and have
it shipped with other drawings and art-letters so that it touches its paper-kin ...hmm ...maybe funner
to sneak the letter in somewhere...what to do? I-m
wrote:
hi marisa
one concern i have is that if the letter directly touches the art work
that would not be our normal procedure. Most often, actually always
the pieces are wrapped and actually have space between the art and the
wrapping. examples are paintings in a travel frame, object in crates,
held in place by braces but archival materials. the pigment and fibers
of the letter would not be appreciated by a conservator or registrar
upon receiving the artwork. I'm also worried about our names on the
piece. i would have to pick very carefully the recipient. Which i can
do, but wanted to express my concerns.
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Next Meeting:
Date: 8 Mar 06
Room: 5-231
Time: 7-9 PM
OrigaMIT Members
Faculty Advisor:
Erik Demaine
Club Officers:
Andrea Hawksley (President)
Brian Chan
Connie Yeh (Treasurer)
Jun Sukha (Webmaster)
Wesley Andres Watters Farfan (Phantom Spiritual Presence)
Members:
OrigakBT has more members than it knows what to do
with, but afew members with notable origami galleries are
listed below.
Gilad Aharoni
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new" Professor wins "genius" grantrecent
research Denise Brehm, News Office
campus October 6, 2003
by topic
events A 22-year-old MIT professor whose work fuses art, science, work and playis the recipient of a $500,000 MacArthur Fellowship, commonly known as
a the 'genius' grant
services Assistant Professor Erik Demaine of electrical engineering and computer
request images science-who last month was called one of the most brilliant scientists in
subscribe America by Popular Science magazine-is one of the youngest people
submit news ever selected for the fellowship and the youngest of the 24 named thisyear.promote news
media inquiries Demaine is interested in abstract geometry problems related to folding
and bending that have practical applications in fields as diverse as Eik Demaine solved the
about us manufacturing (sheet metal fabrication) and biology (protein-folding).
news office info At age 17, he unfolded the secret behind a complicated geometryMIT background problem. Demaine and his collaborators proved mathematically that it is TOOLS
contact possible to create any conceivable straight-sided shape by folding a 8 Print versin
piece of paper and making a single scissor cut. This launched the field of 1 E-mail arce
computational origami, an interdisciplinary endeavor on the boundary of
computer science and mathematics.
For his doctoral thesis, Demaine solved the "carpenters rule problem." a
mathematical dilemma first posed around 25 years before. If you take a CON TACT
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marisa jahn
mail
tel 011.415.254.9151
fax 011.800.867.2839
e hello@marisajahn.com
to:
Erik Demaine
Advisor, OrigaMIT (MIT Origami Club)
MIT Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory
32 Vassar Street
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 253-6871
edemaine@mit.edu
March 10, 2006
Dear Erik:
I'm writing to ask for your complicity.
As you know, my artwork often takes form as letters and correspondence such as this-likewise,
as a person renowned for your work in the field of computational origami, much of your work
begins from the manipulation of paper. I imagine that we must share an intimacy with this
medium and take pleasure in its mastery.
So here's what I ask of you: transform this piece of paper. In a previous letter I wrote to you, I
suggested you fold it as origami. However, when I ran into your father the other day, he
mentioned that hesitated to reply because you were considering a different kind of augmentation
which you apprehended was in appropriate. I am guessing that you are thinking about an interest
you vocalized when we met briefly at CAVS in Fall 2005-to expand the project to include an
ongoing number of collaborators, thus rendering moot the relationship between tenure and
collaborators in academia. I suppose I should explicitly tell you that I would be delighted in any
liberties you take. In other words, I relinquishing control without expectations; you take over.
If you choose to send correspondence or evidence/documentation it would bring me great
pleasure.
Warm Regards,
Marisa
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Martin Demaine
Artist-in-Residence in the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Technical Instructor in the Department of Materials Science and Engineering. Glass Lab
Visiting Scientist in the Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Lab
Member of the Theory of Computation group
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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marisa jahn
mail
tel 011.415.254.9151
fax 011.800.867.2839
e hello@marisajahn.com
to:
Martin Demaine
MIT Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory
32 Vassar Street
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 253-6871
mdemaine@mit.edu
April 25, 2006
Dear Martin:
I'm writing to ask for your complicity.
When we last ran into each other in the 77 Mass Ave. foyer with Andrea Frank, we talked about
how wonderful it would be if you would transform this letter in place of your son Erik. From what I
read on the 'Building with Books' section of your website, I see that we both share a fascination in
the de-sacralization of language, whose authority we subvert through the manipulation of its
physical form. This is evident to me in the furniture you've built from books which put the written
word literally to use in functional forms.
And so I hope you will accept my invitation/solicitation. So here's what I ask of you: transform this
letter. You are invited to take creative license and liberty.
If you choose to send correspondence or evidence/documentation it would bring me great
pleasure.
Warm Regards,
Marisa
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marisa jahn
mail
tel 011.415.254.9151
fax 011.800.867.2839
e hello@marisajahn.com
to:
Simon Starling
Germany
March 10, 2006
Dear Simon:
I'm writing to ask for your complicity.
As we spoke briefly the other day at the bar, I'm interested in the way that the subject of your
artwork is the medium itself. In this way, you circumscribe art within larger geopolitical
dimensions. My work also self-reflexively explores the contingent nature of its material presence,
the events and conditions that frame its existence. However, while at times your work employs
actual vehicles (motorbike, car, etc.) for physical adventure, I situate language and text (such as
this very letter) as the metaphoric vehicle that explores.
A certain connecting logic between these processes has become apparent to me, which compel
me to write and solicit your participation. So here's what I ask you to do: take this letter and place
it somewhere in your trusty Volvo, which you speak about with so much fondness. Smoosh it in
the windshield, beneath the footmat, under the hood, wherever you decide. Please make sure
both 'vehicles' touch so that they are subject to shared experience. In this way, words and
transport are conjoined by incidence.
If you choose to send correspondence or evidence/documentation it would bring me great
pleasure.
Warm Regards,
Marisa
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hi simon -
hope you are well. As I don't know whether you are right now in
Berlin or elsewhere, I am sendirg you a paper letter via email It
won't have the same quiver and haunt of a printed letter, so please
excuse this impoverishment.
warm regards,
mansal
miris~a
marisa jahn
mail
tel 011.415.254.9151
fax 011.800.867.2839
e hello@marisajahn.com
to:
Simon Starling
Germany
April 22, 2007
Dear Simon:
Hope you are well and enjoying the Spring. It's been so pleasant here in Cambridge when I wake
in the morning I wonder how the weather could be so gentle and temperate.
Per our last exchange, you mentioned you had taken photos of my letter, wedged into your
windshield and enjoying a good adventure. You also mentioned that you FedEx'd me the
photographs.
A series of incidences compel me to write. At the end of last year, a box of my personal
belongings and files were stolen. I think I recall that the camera you sent was in that box, but
upon closer inspection I curiously cannot recall whether I ever actually received the camera at all.
The thing is, I had spent so long imagining what it must have been like for that letter that I can no
longer distinguish what is real or only fantasy. Like a phantom limb or lost child, the life of this
letter possesses me; I have to know more.
So I'm hoping you can let me know whether the photographs went something like this: I am the
letter, wedged in the rear view mirror. The wind, entering the car from both rolled down windows,
rumbles about the car, stirring up the sand accrued in the pits of the car and abrasing all
surfaces. In the photograph, the rear view mirror reflects what appears to be a bright warm
desert and low-lying houses. There are several photographs taken from the same perspective
that depict your traipse through sand, shrub, green.
In another: the force of the wind has knocked the rear view mirror from the windshield. You've
taken care to bind the letter and mirror together with a patch of duct tape; they lie on the front
seat. In the photograph, the mirror faces up, reflecting a swath of sky framed by dark silhouettes
of the car's interior.
The set of third photographs are taken by someone presumably at the shore of a very still lake,
their back to the morning. A swimmer, whose face is obscured, holds their arm into the air with
the mirror-letter facing the camera catching colors otherwise unseen.
Was it indeed something like this?
Warm Regards,
46
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marisa jahn
mail
tel 011.415.254.9151
fax 011.800.867.2839
e hello@marisajahn.com
to:
Pretty Party Place
Pihiata Division
1300 S. Country Club Dr.
Suite #3
Mesa, AZ 85210
March 10, 2006
Dear Pretty Pihiata Division:
I'm writing to ask for your complicity.
In your work as piriata makers, you transform paper into festive objects. As an artist whose work
often takes the form of correspondence and letters such as this, I see that our shared artistry is in
manipulating paper to create beauty and thrill for others. I imagine that we must both feel an
intimate relationship with our artworks, crafting them with care to give others joy.
I'm hoping you can offer your help. So here's what I ask of you: Could you please tear up this
letter and use it as the tissue used to decorate one of your pifiatas? I'm exhilarated at the idea of
this letter becoming part of a pifhata-that it could function as a game and finally burst into the air
for the enjoyment of others. Through your assistance you can help fulfill my wish for these words
to transform into a celebratory moment.
If you choose to send correspondence or evidence/documentation it would bring me great
pleasure.
Warm Regards,
Marisa
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marisa jahn
mail
tel 011.415.254.9151
fax 011.800.867.2839
e hello@marisajahn.com
to:
Marijke Jorritsma
1855 Mission St.
San Francisco, CA 94103
missmarijke@yahoo.com
March 10, 2006
Dear Marijke-
I'm writing to ask your complicity in inserting myself into your life. This very letter will be the
material means by which I begin to enter into the apparatus of your life.
I've always admired your facility with materials, your tactile and haptic relationship to the world
evidenced in your wonders as a cook, musician, filmmaker, and artist. This quality are what in
part make you so successful as a teacher: your ability to think through objects as a way of
accessing larger aspects of the world around you.
Here's what I'd like to ask of you: Quite often I recall you making with piriatas with kids at the
various places where you work in preparation of Cinco de Mayo celebrations (which are coming
up). Take this paper and use it to decorate one of the pifiatas. This process essentially mirrors
an earlier discovery we made as co-teachers about our respective relationship to materiality:
yours - hands on, engaged; mine - distanced and always through language.
No one has to know about this. At the same time if you choose to send correspondence or
evidence/documentation I'd be quite pleased.
Warm Regards,
Marisa Jahn
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marisa jahn
mail
tel 011.415.254.9151
fax 011.800.867.2839
e hello@marisajahn.com
to:
Ronee Holmes
Manager
The Flutter Fetti Fun Factory
5555 65* Way N
St. Petersburg, FL 33709
T: 727.541.6463, 877.321.1999
info@flutterfetti.com
March 10, 2006
Dear Ronee:
I'm writing to ask for your complicity.
As an artist whose works involves letter-writing and correspondence such as this, our shared
artistry involves manipulating paper to celebrate life. We must both share the idea that artwork is
like confetti, and vice versa: both are intended to make others experience happiness. Your short
bio on www.flutterfetti.com portrays you as a person who enthusiastically enjoys what you do and
extends to others this same appreciation for creativity and joy. This is evident in your interest to
"Make who I'm working with or who I'm working for stand out." This enthusiasm and empathy in
helping others to create meaningful moments is what convinced me to write to you. Because I
think you might identify where I'm coming from. I hope you can extend your compassion.
So here's what I ask of you: Could you please shred this letter and mix it in with a batch of your
confetti? With your help, my wish for my words to waft through the air amidst a crowd of cheers
would be fulfilled.
If you choose to send correspondence or evidence/documentation it would bring me great
pleasure.
Warm Regards,
Marisa
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marisa jahn
mail
tel 011.415.254.9151
fax 011.800.867.2839
e hello@marisajahn.com
to:
Robbie Herbst and Kim Varella
April 19, 2006
Dear Robbie and Kim:
I'm writing to ask for your complicity.
I am an art-maker whose work often takes form as letters and correspondence such as this. In
these letters, I ask others to transform the letter based on the letter's physical properties. As a
couple who compost your waste to fertilize your garden, I imagine you must also share this
fascination and pleasure in watching the familiar metamorphosize. Indeed, there is something
both uncanny and comforting in witnessing an extension of yourself absorb into a larger system.
And as we both understand our respective work as a kind of alimentation for the environment, I
hope you will empathize a specific request. So here's what I ask of you: take this letter, whose
carbon-rich properties I'm sure you know well, and include it in your compost bin. Conjoined,
words and waste can nourish another.
If you choose to send correspondence or evidence/documentation it would bring me great
pleasure.
Warm Regards,
Marisa
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marisa jahn
mail
tel 011.415.254.9151
fax 011.800.867.2839
e hello@marisajahn.com
to:
May 1, 2006
Dear
I'm writing to ask for your complicity.
I enclose in this package the gloves you left in my studio when you were visiting back in
February. I want to account for their tardiness-your hands in the middle of winter must have
been quite freezing, and for this I sincerely apologize. Actually, your gloves remained in my
outbox, enveloped and stamped the day after you left. For reasons I could not place until just
now, the gloves were evocative, and I found myself delaying their return.
Gloves interface between body and world, mediating between inner and outer. This train of
thoughts led me to think about our respective practices and their curious relationship to material
form. Now to me you are known as a net theorist and artist. My own artwork takes form in letters
and correspondence such as this. As I see it, net and text are generally perceived as
disembodied media. As I derive considerable pleasure from the sensory nature of the written
word, I imagine you in turn must think about the way that the surfaces you touch mediate
between skin and the net.
A certain connecting logic between these processes has become apparent to me, which compel
me to write and solicit your participation. So here's what I ask you to do: use this letter as a
mousepad. Place it face up so that with wear, your work efface my words.
If you choose to send correspondence or evidence/documentation it would bring me great
pleasure.
Warm Regards,
Marisa
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mail
tel
fax
e
011.415.254.9151
011.800.867.2839
hello@marisajahn.com
to:
May 1, 2007
Dear
Hi there; hope you are well.
It's been a while but I thought I'd inquire how the letter fared as your mousepad? Like a phantom
limb, the life of a letter (such as this) possesses me. When it goes away from me, I still feel it--a
specter sidling other surfaces. As your mousepad, the trace of your skin must have worn holes in
its middle, smearing text into sound.
Do you think it went something like this? I look forward to your response.
Warm Regards,
Marisa
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marisa jahn
mail
tel 011.415.254.9151
fax 011.800.867.2839
e hello@marsajahn.com
to:
Professor
March 10, 2006
Dear
I'm writing to ask for your complicity.
As someone whose academic work examines the affective relations people have with objects, we
share an interest in the psychic dimensions of material substrate. In your office hours the other
day, we discussed this in relation to the letters I've been writing to people (such as this one). You
brought to my attention a few things. First, these letters function as transitional objects: objects
which I identify as part of myself and experience in a sensory dimension. Second, you brought
my attention to the fact that in making demands on others ('do this, do that', 'stand up', 'bark like
a dog', etc.), my propositions become erotic, and the letters function as a fetish.
In class this semester you've mentioned several times your pleasure in writing-a delight which I
too share. So here's what I ask you to do: take this letter, turn it over, and use it as scratch
paper; scrawl, sketch, doodle.. .as you wish.
If you choose to send correspondence or evidence/documentation it would bring me great
pleasure.
Warm Regards,
Marisa
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marisa jahn
mail
tel 011.415.254.9151
fax 011.800.867.2839
e hello@marsajahn.com
to:
Joe del Pesco
Banff Centre
Box 1020
Banff Alberta, Canada
T1L 1H5
April 11, 2006
Dear Joe-
I'm writing to ask for your complicity
As someone whose curatorial interests include letter-writing projects, we share an interest in
epistolary communication. We both must find compelling the way that such a commonplace
object - the 8.5 x 11" white letter - could become uncanny - that such an ordinary object could
carry such metaphysical, affective, psychical, and political tremor.
Recently, I've been writing letters to people who share a material, affective, intellectual, or
incidental relationship to the letter itself and ask them to transform it. Some of these letters make
innocuous demands. Others make erotic and socially inappropriate propositions to people with
whom I have personal or professional relations. The problem is that the letters (such as this),
possess me and dominate my life until I've mailed them to their appropriate recipient. These
demonic letters, then, threaten to disrupt the sanctity of my own community. I sweat at the
prospect of their repercussions.
So you see I'm in a bit of a bind. As you are a curator of epistolary art, I entreat you to help. So
here's what I ask you to do: declare my letter-writing a work of Art. In granting me this aegis, my
deviance is excused. Please.
If you choose to send correspondence or evidence/documentation it would bring me great
pleasure.
Warm Regards,
Marisa
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Fr~om: Marisa Jahn <helo@marisajahn.com> -hellolmarisajahn.com
LJ To: j Joseph del Pesco <hello@delpesco.com>
subject: Re did you get the letter?
great. ilook forward to it. things are getting dire around here
-marisa
Joseph del Pesco wrote:
yes, just in time - i leave on Monday. i will return it before I leave.
J
On Apr 29, 2006, at 12:09 PM, Marisa Jahn wrote:
did you get the letter?
-- marisa jahn
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Iwrotea to.Sphie Called and asked to
borrow her bed to help me through the
break-up process..
I sent this letter to Sophie Calle shortly after my girlfriend broke up with me. Approximately
one month later I received a full size bed. mattress, frame, linens, pillows, and comforter
sent to me by Sophie Calle. I slept In Sophie's bed for the next six months and
corresponded with her via e.mail regarding my emotions and experiences in her bed.
Done
marisa jahn
mail
tel 011.415.254.9151
fax 011.800.867.2839
e hello@marisajahn.com
to:
Josh Greene
March 10, 2006
Dear Josh:
I'm writing to ask for your complicity.
Your MFA project at CCA involved writing letters to friends and family, asking them what you
should do for your final project. Their suggestions comprised the project itself. As I've mentioned
to you, I've always very much enjoyed this project-its complicated relationship to authorship and
earnest valorization of naivet6. In this project and others, I personally identify with your ongoing
exploration of self-dissolution, in locating meaning in others, and in the social and material
structures through which this passage between self and others occurs.
Like yours, my work often involves reciprocity and exchange, taking on a distributive nature.
Recently, I've been writing letters to people who share a material, affective, intellectual, or
incidental relationship to the letter itself and ask them to transform it (literally, through a material
manipulation). There is a clear system governing this project: each correspondent has a
particular way that they are linked to the letter. Some of these letters make erotic and socially
inappropriate propositions, others make very innocuous solicitations. But what's curious is when
the logic for each correspondent becomes apparent to me, the letters posses me and I cannot
think about absolutely anything else until I write the letters (such as this) and mail them. Their
uncanniness and tremor has at this point become overwhelming, and so I write to you for help.
As an epistolary artist whose work is also recursive and redoubling in nature, you singularly can
dispossess me of this whole affair. So here's what I ask you to do: Recast or claim this project as
your own; assume it, take over as author. Please.
If you choose to send correspondence or evidence/documentation it would bring me great
pleasure.
Warm Regards,
Marisa
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going to impose?
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marisa jahn
mail
tel 011.415.254.9151
fax 011.800.867.2839
e hello@marisajahn.com
to:
Josh Greene
April 11, 2006
Dear Josh:
Per your request, I would like to impose a deadline of May 3 or sooner. You can send your response to
my contact information above. Please let me know if there are any shipping costs related to your Take
Over that I can assume. Thanks in advance for your assistance.
Warm Regards,
Marisa
marisa jahn
mail
tel 011.415.254.9151
fax 011.800.867.2839
e hello@marisajahn.com
to:
Josh Greene
April 25, 2006
Dear Josh:
I just wanted to mention that I sure am looking forward to your assumption of my letter writing affairs.
These letters, for me, are getting considerably out of hand and I know that under your control things can
return to a more comfortable order.
Warm Regards,
Marisa
JOSH GREENE
April 27, 2006
Marisa Jahn
Dear Marisa,
As you know, I have been slightly confused by this correspondence project of yours. I did read
your initial letter several times and still find myself stumbling over, "epistolary, recursive and
redoubling." After consulting the dictionary, I have gained a bit more clarity.
I am glad that you enjoyed my MFA project at CCA and that you still think about it occasionally.
Perhaps sticking with my family, I have used the disposable camera that you sent to me to aid me
in a current grieving process,
One year ago today, my maternal grandmother passed away. She was 88, and so it would stand
to reason that her passing away was within the realm of possibilities. But it all happened rather
suddenly. She was diagnosed with cancer and died four months later.
I was extremely close with my grandma. We shared a similar sense of humor and we also
enjoyed taking naps and watching Dr. Phil together. Since she died, I have not been able to look
at photographs of her. I suppose this is some form of denial.
Your disposable camera, as well as the deadline you imposed, has been useful tools in moving
my grieving process along. Whether or not the photographs turn out, I cannot say, but taking
them allowed me to look at pictures of my grandma and for that I should thank you.
Good luck with your work.
Warm Regards,
Josh Greene
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To: Marisa Jahn
On 5/9/06 6:33 PM, "Marisa Jahn"
<hello@marisajahn.com> wrote:
hi josh-
i did indeed get your package. i must
say i am absolutely floored. the
whole thing seems to me rather
sublime.
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marisa jahn
mail
tel 011.415.254.9151
fax 011.800.867.2839
e hello@marsajahn.com
to:
Leo van Munster
The Distillery
516 East 2nd St.
South Boston, MA 02127
January 24, 2007
Dear Leo-
I'm writing to ask for your complicity.
As you now know, I am an someone whose artwork often involves letter writing. In particular,
what interests me is the physicality of the printed word - its capacity to hover between object and
image.
What struck me about our conversation the other day was your knack for juxtapozing objects and
words into unique and surprising ensembles. Somehow, your faith in the interpretation of these
hybridized signs restores my own faith in art, which I confess sometimes flags.
I would very much enjoy for this very letter to become integrated into your logic, and so here's
what I ask you to do: could you please take this letter and use it in one of your sculptural
collages? Cut it up, twist it, mark and mask over words, alter it past the point of recognition. In
this way, sidled against other elements, my words in fracture can suggest a new truth.
If you choose to send correspondence or evidence/documentation it would bring me great
pleasure.
Warm Regards,
Marisa
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vxai starac cut i~yO j~ 4 xa t I~ t abot YO c.m h ety tx(,s par.tiet*I 01C
R~~a),/Loy ~ Ah1cfl cosSP&)hteI-Qstj h7 4;Scover)e as abut myself..
112010F.' As Someha WX )' havu bu tXI ~a* , er; , to ,*tS lestihatoh,
spae.l #my Cfay reseacxCAhy 0,/l tXe prJV~te M0AV SerV'CeS )' CAMP) .cIcye h SgecltcA
Of tOhe W9ae Lj cah yet axoplef Of SOMeOMe Oh tXe other eic.1 of tX Xhe, L~e Wah tXe
0,SS~rhCe txcit Some persob ;S ) b cxorye Of my~ mtailIS tom"), byS abcf yOl'byS. Be)*hy 0,
IC~j retreve Or 'Post tX)ibyS at the ele1VebtX hour. .1 also ,,ht a ma)-&qXo close to
'my Offi'Ce SO thcat Ii Ca rub to Post t~ibyS b~ef ore the last P) .CAup. I 1oA fo a"0
fOC*jt0 to 4COMMC >,?M xL*S
1123105-: Toclcay £ b to anl the mlaioy stores throu yhout cimr;4 jye. .L tAxbA ..
Xao c 1e OCctecf the I-)*Xt Me. Lt )' 0, Ma)'/ SerVJCe i'h 0, 1US)haSS Soppibhy are Close
b~y; PlUS the, y)*ve you 0 SpeCJ'c Aey SO t~at yOU Cab AC~CcS your Mod;/ eVeb )'b txe
M"CIe/ of th , by xt Before S)yib Y)hYup for tX)'S Lb Wat to Vi Si*t it aryc. h to Pmc.A
Sure it's tLde ri t cAo.' e,
1/25/05: L returh to tL postal storG. -Lt js tLe -*It ohe. L SuLscr4G for 2
yegars,
1/3/05: Today I picA up tl mail - my very first pifcup. For some reasoh tAG
postal Iacdy Was ih a very Crahky m01 ahCf JroUCAGCj at mQ for somatkihy or ahotAer.
_L cry oh my walA 4Ame from tL maiIloy.
1/22/4: For tL past year, I rogularly visit my maiIoy a fe times a 1 weGf. '
try to timG tli'hs So tlat if I lavG to pick Up a pockajg at tL COUhtG its a eeho
but tAat Yroucy mail*vomah.
But how, tAlerG *Ss 0 e ma>'Imah tAerG, ||iS hPM 'Sm way more raucous
tlat tAG otAr ohes. tAe first AGy X2 was Workigh, Y)W iinstatly lt it off ad
StartOCf crackhy 0AGs, tVAXh I wGht up to tA couhteIr, ah afr)Cah-amorcah lady
W)itY 1 roat Aasr was tAgre Si ftig tlrouyA lAr mail. TAG tlre of us get to talkihy
about XAOI ahd t's AsencG (U s bala), tAeir tvjs, my y fr iehd, -AGl raih, ad
otAer ihCidhtalS of life. SuCICGhl my relatiOhsxip to my mai lLoy i's trahsformG4.
/i/': omef' tim5 es, If _L feel L mgYAt AavG a paCAage arrivih, II Structure my
Ghtir day aroUh tAG post offie. It's suCA a treat to reCeiVe a packayG txat i
/gave it as- rtwarcf for w/gh I YGt my worOA go)G. TAG wAlG day lo)y I put It off,
saVorihY tAe LOait, tl, sprli.nt all tAG way tAGrG to maAG )'t to tlA post office fiVe
mi hutes befe rG el hh.
OtAer timGs, I'll call tAG post of fice to see if I Aave a pacaye - cah't bear to
Yet tlre ahc Le let cgow Jh persoh, 'irks is oy 1-0. L'#m Apih4  coulc LotAer
you to ClCA my mail. Cah you tell mG )f SO-ahC-SO pacayG Aas arr*voG4?"
12/20/06: L call tAG post Of fee to SGG if l've receive4 a ceek from t(-A Ls'.
picks up. HG cAecAs my Lax, full of sympatAy. Noti'y.
I/I+/01: Today, me ahd tAG mailmah are cAiteAattihy aLout sAouldGr bays. w/ LotA
Aave LGen leA;ng for tAe ri 1At oho--Yood sxoulgar strap, laryg GhouyA to carry
parcels, waterproof, tougJ-leooigh. I myself Just yot a heGv sAouldg4raY, but it's
tAG Aling tlat you AaVG to lift oVer your Aea25 to place it Oh your SAeulder. TXis
yGtS to LG a littlG Lt of a problem wVXAh you are Carryighy Ly, eavy-ass txighs,
because you hoarly AhoC yourself out yAil you'rG s uGGzihY your Aeaci up ih tAere.
I recommn1G to N txat Ae Yots sa Lay tAos sAOuldGr straps shap i* tA4 froht.
2//+/0-7: L'm lepreSSec. L'm hot uSeet to iljS weatdr, avcI I -SS all my
friehdfs i Tah Frahc>'Sco. L hecI a hew A*rcut ahet fe&& cumpy. L yo to tLe
mai,%oy, Appihy to ruh ihtO P yesa crass humor .L kho w>'ll make me feel
Letter. Sometimes thL security yuaret ;s there anel th0 three Of us Lahter 6ock
ahdc forth. Bach hme _ haci a IUhcA of Scrappy frihehs WXh mace crass jOkes.
EVeh at w0rA tith My LOSs wOe'c talk Aout SOy a0, farts, lauyighy all dlay lOhy
v Ai/l civerig itheh cI;>hets to people's houeS, Here >'h CamVie de, th Oh/ y
place I cah yo to yet my cravn fhyor low-row lupmor iS the post Offic.
3/2/0: Tocday at the post of ice me avcI M are talki;y 0IOUt XOW h v'rg SOv>'h
Up for ylaSSes. He wears theSe dark COlOred tihtge Ohs ithIU ruI metal rims,
ahc cOmmehts, 'You edOh't thh .IFm eQheuy of a cIOuceL-ay that .L'd wear these
t)htgc OheS >hS)*cl, CIO yOU. Lt j ust that L rOAe my other Ohes ahc Lm SOVihy
Up for h&w Ohes. // He taeS off his ylasses, ahed L Stare, N u Ot tXAt
wheh yOU yet USec to people alwAyS wOAr)hy their ylasses ahe theh PhO day they
take them off, their eyes lOOA sUhkeh. U Says is avi;g Up for hJs heyt pair of
rfuhde SpectacleS acd Aeeps dis mOhey in a plastic iay ih the fricyge.
I tell Aim lat .L devel poc these Cysts Oh my e>y,0a11S ahde Cab hO lo r y Wear
COhtaCt lehSeS. L waht to SWtc to y~aSSes OhIy L e)*clh't khOW that ylasses were
SO eYpehSive. L relay the Story AOUt hoW for mOths £ would walk past this Ohe
pair of yellw ahel IaCk frames ih a w)hcOw of this little mOm ahed pop store ih
Harvardl S7Uare. 1 weht ih twice to try theM Oh, ahf really likAc how they lAeci
ahdc felt. The S iyh hoyt to them ;* the w*hcw sacd thley cost 43h .
After m'htlS of Savihy Up, 1 yO ih tle store, he Vihy thler to th. cashier, they
took my credlit carc ahe Startec0 hyriihy thihYs up. I aSkec casually how mUch
th y were yoiny to L te leshes. Tl*y hici ;t was yOihy to Le 15-00. k/at!
AstehiSle, II tell tiam Very grACefully tlAt L cah't afforci that amouht, ahc couled
they pleaSe leave the ylaSSeS Oh hldeI. L leave them a 00 ceposit ahcd tell them L
will returh. Every week or So afterwarcds, IL call them to make SUre they haveh't
Solc my y1aSSeS to ahyggOey elSe.
After a mchth of SaVihy UP, L t rihy them ahother J576 ih caSh. A few weeks
later, L Irihy ther my crecit care ahdt have them charye 3N.
A mOhth after that, IL rihy i my fihal J50. Both mom ahd pop are tAere, elatel
for me that I've fiha|ly put tow) thd fihal fifty. They chear for me, ahd tell me
how wOhdcrful they loA Oh me. The acly Owher shows me how to cleah the ylaSSoS
..... ...
uhdca/ Coal 1rhh) hy W~tor, h&Vgr-&0V0C h&Vgr over 4t tvoter. L Soly camp/;~ht/,
# Yes m~m... # TNo Im0/hQth b Oh tells m tA. tX A'CX Lo, ChtC.Ct
yUy$ pSt Leou 7 yt k*IM 0. oXy LO Of 0mp10 C~htCaet /oh$ .fI0h I ,he 0, SJAs wou/4
I b*A. So~me Sami~ples. 7 Q 1/ )va H tXQ .hht; LO II WA'CX 4Q X/PS 'Me 100d OhtQ tXQ
b.Ao'my L42 144 0,PCU4C0. £ 1A 4 2Au ?- y) St;I, ht fully, Ctcljusteci
to txQ cl,,*y fIyhW 1, S
N lo.UYXSAOs c XiQ )*~ t'S SO PfOhely Xuxm;,;'L.6y to X01va to Sol.ve U4P #m~he j .USt
to be. 0,00 to Se.
+1517., Toclay .L tv~ht to tX9 Imcd LO~Y 0oh4 * 0hcf £ ore eyJ~h .rAOthh tA. SX*t.
V'o ce /ojuyA-h1 WXAh A)S LOSS W./AS Ji* £bO.0 SO tAit A. W~h't yet )*htO tcOuLI/o*
+1107 Vodh;h Aopmo PCom wOrA tocie>,, £ 0V 4vo gp*X~y L Om y~lihy tv"t.
OhO Im> /oltters to NJ OSAihy Ai*m to put my, letter ;*hto at~Ar peop/o's md
r0,o-Z 4g )S tX0 por Pot pocSOh WXA0 W)ii play tA. yain. - Ll'm SUc'prcso4 £ 4 4lh't
tXQuy~t Of ;'t LOfOrg. Hereo XA. S, tA. WA0i. t"mo, ciy~t at Imy er VOC> fmoil/LOY,
tA. pPfCt p/aog. £ yO AOPm. oabcf efroft tAct /etter..
marisa jahn
mail
tel 011.415.254.9151
fax 011.800.867.2839
e hello@marisajahn.com
to:
Mailman guy
April 7, 2007
Dear
I'm writing to ask for your complicity.
Wandering to the mailbox always promises a hearty laugh with you about some thing or another.
We laugh about pathetically saving up money for new eyeglasses, finding the right waterproof
backpack, getting mugged in cities, your mama, my mama, and so forth.
Last week when I went to check the mail, I found out some personal things about you - your
birthday, age, hobbies, so forth. And then you asked me, "Hey, what do you actually do?" But
we couldn't really go into it because a customer came in. The next time I went in, your boss was
around and we couldn't shoot the shit. So I thought I'd answer you by way of a letter.
I'm an artist whose work involves letter-writing and correspondence. What I like about writing
letters is that I imagine what it's like to be those letters - shoved into the back of a drawer,
crumpled in the trash, strewn into the dumpster, etc. I'm exhilerated at the idea of my letters
scattered around the world, each feeling something different.
As the mail man person over there at One Kendall Square, you must have a similar relation to the
mail. The post office where you work is that point of transfer where stuff comes in and goes out.
More importantly, you are that person that makes those letters crisscross to other parts of the
globe. As this is an experience that we both intimately share, I think you might understand where
I'm coming from when I ask for your help.
So here's what I ask you to do. Take this letter and rip it up. Then tuck these bits into other
people's mail. You know, in that part of the envelope that's not fully sealed. Or you could wedge
it between the paper part of the envelope and the little glassine window where you see the
address. Wherever you can squeeze it in. It doesn't even have to be a very big chunk of the
letter - it can even just be a tiny, tiny, tiny bit so that I can have the satisfaction that my letter, like
an invisible parasite, possesses other people's mail. With your assistance, you can help fulfill my
wish to have my words touch new parts of the world.
If you choose to send correspondence or evidence/documentation it would bring me great
pleasure.
Warm Regards,
Marisa
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//0: TA. maily clses at - pm, ad L tAd'hA tlat i)s worA)ihg. L cahcal ah
appoihtmeht tAt clay So t~at I ca, yo ih riyit at 4:30 lXA Ze A S c. )hy. M '
txAr., woit) . hyo cuStemer. I t £ .t, s4fti casua/y tdrouyA my mail wxl.* lA
fEh$AS ri 4gyixy t~em up. w~h tAey leave, I land U my letter, He /a1ds it,
leeliy up Tuizzica||y a few timeS. He Says, /,you how, tlis i*s Slt £ tAibk
about all tA. time. I tAdib about Lew I'm tlat perSpt wvo makes tAe mail yet to
(Aos*r edestinationhs. Oe s|/* or error and~c I could rea|| y )Inf /ugce so"e , eS 11f.
Like Somemea could4 hot yet a big c ecA or a FatXer'sf Day card because of me."
He cantin. ues. ,Mrs,-j jOAlIa,s i's so"& A00A y Slit. I deh't Ahow wjetxer tx),s
1s art or a prab jut mayLe it cdoeS't matter. "
starts rippigY up tA. letter. He opeS Some pacfAme sittiy ah tA. couter
ah4c Stuff s a corher of my letter h)to tA iboy, txeh tapes it up. He cohtihUes,
cdoosiy tA letters txat are yoiy to tl fartiest corhers of tl eartA Lecause
A wauts to makQ tA;*s etAe biggQst istallati ph ;ihtA. etire worl4. v e work
as a team: A. ripS tAl. cer,.er of out yoin byesr.$ adCf letters, sti S my letter up
lb tZere tvi*e I wrt dotv tAeir locatiobs. I take occa/iehad pAotos. After a
wAl., m says tlat .L sxou/ 4 just leave tle camera witA Aim abd A.'i Cohtibue
workiny oh tA. project. I leave wxl./ aboter customer comes i,.
+/1/0/7: I yo to cXQep tAe mail ah4 cxech up o M L dol't kbow >f A.'s work,'by
today. PatAer txoh r>'S Ai 'hy served by tA. po'stawarba yroucA, I oph up my
boy, pul out my mail. wA Ad mae toi *s empty, you cab See a/I tA. way txrOuyA
ah4 spy oh tA. posta/worker'r ibac office. I caht See ar Aear wAet er E s*S
tXere 0 So ma&. up a reasoh to Yo to tA. desk. Vvle ;s tA. last pickup for
today? " ask, Scabbiny tAe Iack room. No
+-//4 1: I make up a rease to Yo to tAe mau/iboy. WI, I wa/ i, is W txAr.
witA E)I*s boss abcd a IubcA of customers. He Yives me a ft yh, warhigh me to make
sure L dob't Pbyig up abytAihy wXl. A*is boss or tAe customers are tere.
+/I6/0': I call up tie post of fice, A;pig U will pick up. Today L'm cally to
see if my paycxech arrived. ogame otxer dude picks up txe pA 7e.
+/I*/0:7: L'm wa/k' by 4owb tA. street wAh L yet a caI Oh 'my ce//. It's ab
uhfamiliar hum bJer. I picA ;t up.
".Lxs tA; Alari*Sa Jab? "
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"Et, yeS. Coh L le/p yOU? "
"TI's ,s M tle AWlmah yUy. L Wahted to let yoU AhOw tAt L tk'hA yOUr LAP
clc arriveg..
"No, come Oh Lt cah't Le. Lt'S probLaby SOme juhA mci/ .'ve 'V.2 Lea Wti hy
Oh tlis tjinh for 9 mOtis. -L'm aftrcai it's hot tLe rea| cecl. Mcybe you sAOuldc
Oph it Up. "
From tle otler ehcI of te |ihe -L cah Lear M CS LA reSts tA0 pA Oe Letetg XiS
heCA ihcl S oUlcfer ,hc! teiarS e tL corner Of Ol efvelope. "Yfs, >t sQys
'eigyt juhcirec c|OllarS' ahc 'Pay to tie Orcier Of Nris'a joAh' chgf it'S from tle as
TreasurY. HoW ,'S tLAt NliSS l " I tell L m tlAct l'll yo >h a bittle later to
retri eve te 4cle
I ccihcel my meetinys tAt afterhoh ahg yo is a 5:45. He las . lie of customers.
He AOhcts me my mcd*/, ho w0ordS Yc~cyca i. .L cah tell je Acs tAejh tAQ roll of
pA~ts ih tle cameri ahc watS to jiVe it to me f ut cah't. II yra my _LAS clec
oahc tciAe a walk cirOuh$ tXe OlocA. But sihce Xe cc|lec me from XiS cell plohe, I
recalize tjt ihStacn Of returhihy, _L wLIa l Aim a voice mcii/. L c0,1i Ohc LSh
A im ,,etXer Ae Lv, wts to yet 0, Lger after Wr A. _L tke,, teyt it to Aim CS t,,ell So
t Aot Xe ca0 me Surrept.toUSly eeck 't Ot WOrA. "Do U WCht to meet me cfter
yOU Yet O0ff worA7 -Boy !?.
A f ew Secohcs later, Xe replieS, "yeS, LOY. meet me at 7:20 ct
Steyt Aim agyaih: "Do yOU tlihA yOU Cah trihy te cmera? "
He textS LacA, "yUp.
y go to tXe Lah, reaoc tXe paper, chc tAe . wLaA to Ainl t'me.. _L et tLere cit
420.
He'S tAere, ciaf wc e jet pihtS of Leer,'e ecca c{O Wh tWo Lefe re ve recilly tIA
Sihce e S lust Uhwahchy from WOrA ahcf l'm JuSt herVOUS. I Ave Leeh Wod.ti hy
Oh tXe ecie ya i1tihy for tLe plOtoyrcipXS from tXe cameri .1 v yVe Aim.
m first XcihCgS me tXe ccmerC. TXeh Le Stcirt WitX ma)|lloy jOefS to clecir tXe ice 0,
Li t. Ale: "Hey tlohAS for Lrihyihy tlis, YoU Ahoe, you could lave left your Smcll
ptcIAckye someleXre up ih my bi, iiPy boy; L Woulf lAve fouhs it * Ahf
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MVy~a, i 1 . We//I to stuff fty POCAy Jh your LOY but )*t ,ust LAou/ht fit. IV
TXA's yogs O,, for ac, *Q
F'h~II yjiv tOIA Obu tXG latte . HeCOCOb' xAtv 4f)Cult 4t octued/ y sJ to
01cculmp/; 4 tA. proje 'ct.- 4e 4- to tvu 6 A/ s LOS ;*s)'t t~ara) Iut b y tA. time
txa Los /2,a Xim . I"0/,h tLe mo), AOS al c y Lea P,.C Iup OhiCl 0) route to
t~ae*, eStJ~h0t*OhS. But A. cfeSCrO'A 1s' Aet X per JeVarac4: at a// ti*meS, X& Aept
txe letter ih txe pocAet of A,s wvorA pcoht$ So txot Xe coulCf Xc.ve ,*t reocfy Ort AouNct
sxou/lc Ae yet txe opportuh),ty to plOuce it ih 5 omeahe5 s Pmouil.
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N a/5o A hcf 5 ma 0.;b5t [see beaw] of txe c./1 Plamces wxeae 's yrfQ tA.
letter: SPaPcfsvIl/a, KY. 6Qiy*DqI gora; Mluhc~eh, 60a'mijhy Ahc~orayaa
Alia5Ac; Ba;];')hY, Ck'a;,; Lou*sv;/1a, )rahtucky atc. Ha I'S cf0/).y tacf W)tx txQ a cy
xeaI just ayPCmi~fa4 my proi Oct to 0, yk/cml /ava/.
NO o txO lcmt60ohs i's - N PO)*ts out txot 4 put 0, s) ' of my ltter-
)h Pin>0w P"01) ic/I cmjhcf I 4icfh't avah hot) ca )Jt!.
Hoy crcm,f U ACms trcppa4 m Me I, h p y 0w ina!!! Hao raSta t~o -U/OS from txa
i 5) CIO!
Af tar am Pe at, mWr pjhts, we part way.
AS4LI gO , vA
L.ONDO., k
YAT fit C cT
L0fUsj,5j~r KYAJ
C~f6AYE, 08i
MV6*4 6E 4 -Lks V.,
&U(A/sHW CIIIA/4-
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to
Co0
The Hermeneutics of
Play in Language/Art/Life
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Ru 8 #1. The Hunt for the Game,
or EstabfDshng Payers and Terrain
.LZ you XCIVQ gvgr )UhtgC4 QC
fisled, you wvill Anow ilat
success >s p regcl at42C Oh
I'ltni well. JV)it U Lss
fi*sXJin, for inhstanca, you tvill
wacht to hotice tL~ cshyIQ of
liJJ~t os 4* Xits tXQ Vauj Qycatecl
re .yi,0'to tX2 mpittgr Ho
Wa4g ahc c1* IO 42 Q JCt tLi
fracturing of ligAt7 wkat is
tXQ t*M,2 Of Clay, 0014 XOW will
tle acceleratioh of tke suh
as i t exceacs its hh a p42Y
Qeffect tLe clari'ty of vi S) Q
lComi tke Pisl's perspQctiVQ
Wa1,t *S tAg spg of t
currenht auctl OW */ wll fls
Qffpct tle wQiYlt of your
fisXing li*hQ7 Vlt arg tLe
colors of tX rOchs a1g
10Iay2 yroL Oh tAnQS suicc2s
tJhC1t v4(ct colors pres-2ht 0,
Stal-A COtravit7 .Lh Lvhat
sgaso are >iOU f J*SXJhy, 0,cJ
J h .. #4ct dQVQIOPrMQhtaJ StctqQ
108 aQt rL hlJhQt
In an essay about the Surrealists' appropriation of Oceanic
art in the early to mid 20th century, art historian Philippe
Peltier describes the hunter's self-preparation for the
moment of discovery. In the search for the object, the
hunter readies him/herself for the sign that points.
"Discovery is an activity that requires keeping one's mind
unfetted while also maintaining a state of alertness. Clarity
is achieved at the moment the found object signals to
you. As Breton wrote in one of his most beautiful texts,
(L'Amour Fou), discovering a found object is like a bolt out
of the blue, a magical moment that transports you to the
core of your existence and crystallizes your desires in a
lightening flash. Attention now shifts to the object . .. This
the gateway to collecting."m
For Peltier, then, part and parcel with the object's discovery
is the preceding moment of self-reflection. Discovery,
then, may have little to do with the object itself but its
anticipatory desire. In "The Storyteller", Walter Benjamin
also describes the affective dimension structuring an
acquisition. While this 'acquisition' for Peltier is in the hunt
for the object, for Benjamin's storyteller, the sought-after
thing is the story. In either case, the end-goal is neither
object nor reportage but their raconteur's experience. "[The
story] does not aim to convey the pure essence of the
thing, like information or report. It sinks the thing into the
life of the storyteller, in order to bring it out of him again.
The travels of the storyteller cling to the story the way
the handprints of the potter cling to the clay vessel."" For
Peltier and Benjamin, discovery and storytelling enriches
one's sense of belonging in the world. Through narration,
the individual affirms the constructive relation between
the individual affirms the constructive relation between
subject and surrounds.
For Kierkegaard, the process of loving one's surroundings
is an ethical imperative that precedes the determination of
meaning. He writes,
"Even the least, the most insignificant, the most
unimpressive, the poor little flower disregarded by even
its immediate surroundings, the flower you can hardly
find without looking carefully-it is as if this, too, had said
to love: Let me become something in myself, something
distinctive. And then love has helped it to become its own
distinctiveness, but far more beautiful than the poor little
flower had ever dated to hope for. What love!"0
In other words, for Kierkegaard, self-acceptance and self-
love is predicated on the love for another. ". . true love,
the self-sacrificing love, which loves every human being
according to his distinctiveness, is willing to make every
sacrifice-it does not seek its own. Love does not seek its
own. . ."P It is this selfless attendance towards the other
that founds Kierkegaard's philosophy.
Undergirding the explorer's hunt for the artifact, the
storyteller's search for a story, and Kierkegaardian is
the quest for the exotic Other. Driving this search for
that which baffles, edifies, and inspires is the desire
to swoon in the face of difference and self-reflexively
assess one's assumptions about selfhood. Oppositional
to a model of ontological self-containment, this model of
openness towards alterity (otherness) posits selfhood as a
constructive process by which the self extends outwards,
adjusts, and renews in relation to contingency and
incidence. Martin Buber identifies the desire for heterology
as a "primal longing for relation."9 He writes:
In the drive for contact (originally, a drive for tactile contact,
then also for optical contact with another being) the innate
You comes to the fore quite soon, and it becomes ever
clearer that the drive aims at reciprocity, at "tenderness."
But it also determines the inventive drive (Urbebertrieb) . .
and thus the product is "personified" and a "conversation"
begins.
Buber further suggests that the "craving for the You" is
a necessary component to a child's development. To
summarize, for Buber, self-actualization is predicated on
the relational involvement.
surrouhj hy your local fisikhg
Spot? From wlt ohyls cah
you occIUcda Yourself frm
tie fi'sl Lheatl? TlkS
QhVJ Crhmnhtal l citmosp 4 ric
listehning determines wxetlar
you c4Qose tIe /lvanger ruLLar
wortm wit Yltter or ho
Yitter, tL weigli of AXe
biheI tQ S'>?a of your p/u#4
LoL , tAg force of your cost
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Only through reciprocal exchange is the stranger withins
discovered. Further, this mediation between Self and
Other is where one recognizes boundaries, one's own
particularities, one's historicity. In those moments
when one anticipates approaching the heterological
Other, one deliberates the proper address, switching
modes of communication, protocol, lexa-or what Doris
Sommer refers to as a game of "code-switching" and
"side-stepping."t Through the process of weighing
modes of self-presentation or translating between socio-
linguistic registers, the subject at that moment occupies
a philosophical relation to language. Writes Sommer:
"Bilinguals develop a 'metaconsciousness' to coordinate
(Bakhtin might say orchestrate) alternative ego-positions
and to withstand shocks with more mechanisms than
monolinguals deploy."u This metaconsciousness is that
antechamber where the binaries such as subject/object,
familiar/distinct, I/Thou, etc. commingle, where the
language is de-universalized. Underscoring the ideological
importance of agonistic differencev in democratic polity-
formation, Sommer writes, "[Externality] is also a condition
of democracy. In bilingual aesthetics, externality is
always visible and audible and it goads movement
rather than marks impasses. Multitongued engagements
are opportunities for a range of performances and
asymmetrical receptions."w For Sommer, an aesthetics of
difference drives ("goads") movement forward and offers
surprise. As Sommer writes, ". . . jouissance happens
when one tongue invades another."x When "rubbing words
the wrong way feels right"y, when codes collide, the effect
produced embraces risk-taking, worldly engagement.
Taking Sommer's focus on linguistic bilingualism as a
point of departure for thinking about a more generalized
notion of hybridity, I am interested in those moments in
code-switching between socio-linguistic registers and
protocols. What happens in that brilliant hand-to-hand
encounter between the etiquette adopted for one's inlaws,
the propriety of a business letter, the contemplative or
interrogative tone of the academic inquiry, the crudity of the
first person narrative?
In this game, its players are not just code-switchers but
code-hackers and the terrain is those things "-meta."
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Replete with the trace of its procession-stamps, wrinkles,
stains, tears-the postal letter suggests its sojourn--the
post office, the mailman's bag, the mailbox, the desk of
its addressee, etc. Delivered directly into the home of
another, the letter becomes a gift, signal, Trojan-horse,
imposter, or augur, gaining access to places otherwise
unavailable. Handled by both writer and reader in
moments of solitude, letters invite intimate moments
of the touching and viewing. A stand-in for the body of
the corporally absent Other, the sensuality of epistolary
exchange operates through "the very reversibility of the
flesh, where touching also means being touched."z
How is it that the letter so uncannily evokes an imagination
of its geographic travel? How does the notion of an
embodied visuality assist in understanding the symbolic
force of the written letter? How does understanding the
relationship between visual and haptic sensing help
explain how we phenomenologically apprehend the world?
In Atlas of Emotion, film critic Giuliana Bruno problematizes
the assumption that Western post-Enlightenment
philosophy singularly privileges vision over other
senses. By locating counter-examples, Bruno presents
an epistemological thread that binds vision and touch as
the sensations involved in geographical travel and self-
location. In Etienne Bonnot de Condillac's Treatise on the
Sensations (1754), Bruno points to the passage where the
author describes the limitations of vision: "The eye in itself
is incapable of seeing space outside itself."aa But despite
the inadequacy of vision, the sensation of touch "extends"
the sensation of sight--"We are led to attribute to sight
ideas what we owe to touch alone"--leading Condillac to
conclude that the human perception in fact synchronously
deploys and commingles vision and touch to achieve a
sensory apprehension of the world. Condillac summarizes,
"When considering the properties of touch I came to the
conclusion that it was capable of discovering space and
also of instructing the other sense to relate their sensations
to bodies extended in space. . .With the aid of touch, [the
eyes] come to judge objects which are in space."ab
Building from Condillac and other philosopher's
phenomenological writing, Bruno presents her own thesis
about the commutability of the senses. She writes,
Touch is a sense actively involved with the locomotive
capacity of the body and with its kinesthetic perception.
Because the haptic realm is not simply inclusive but
"comprehensive" of this motile touch and its kinesthetics
the haptic, in a way, becomes an actual geographic
sense. In our haptic experience of reaching, an extended,
imagined, and even global touch is achieved. Hence
contact, exploration, and communication are to be
considered haptic activities. . . A participatory aspect is at
work in this kine(sthe)tics, for the haptic involves a sense
of reciprocity. The haptic, as its etymological root suggests,
allows us to come into contact with people and the surface
of things. Thus, while the basis of touch is a reaching out
-for an object, a place, or a person (including oneself)-it
also implies the reverse: that is, being touched in return.
. . Furthermore, we should consider that, as a receptive
function of skin, touch is not solely a prerogative of the
hand. It covers the entire body, including the eye itself,
and the feet, which establish our contact with the ground.
Conceived as such a pervasive enterprise, the haptic
sense actually can be understood as a geographic sense
in a global way: it "measures", "interfaces", and "borders"
our relation to the world, and does so habitually.ac
Bruno assertion that "the haptic sense actually can be
understood as geographic sense in a global way" explains
how we phenomenologically understand the written letter
as an import from the space of the Other: in touching the
letter, by extension we understand the way that it interfaces
with the world. When receiving a letter we apprehend the
sum-total of deferred "interfaces" involved in arriving at its
destination. Through this imagined passage, the letter-
received from locations faraway or local--metonymically
imply their vector of geographic navigation.
But the MetaFormance letters traverse both geographic
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and psychic boundaries. Sent on an indulgent course,
they venture towards carnality. Soliciting its recipient to
place the letter inside their body, to touch their blood, to
violently shred it to bits, to instigate its decomposition, the
letters symbolically enact rites of sex and death. Taking up
Freud and Mary Douglas' theories on totemism, taboo and
purity, we return to Kristeva's assertion that abjection is
'socialized' as the inverse of law and order:
The abject is related to perversions. The sense of abjection
that I experience is anchored in the superego. The abject
is perverse because it neither gives up nor assumes a
prohibition, a rule, or a law, but turns them aside, misleads,
corrupts, uses them, takes advantage of them, the better
to deny them. It kills in the name of life-a progressive
despot; it lives at the behest of death. . .That is the
socialized appearance of the abject.ad
Thus, abjection and order involve a mutual disavowal.
Summarizing Kristeva's position, Elizabeth Gross writes
that for the child, taking up of the symbolic order entails a
the codification of body and speech.
The ability to take up a symbolic position as a social
and speaking subject entails the disavowal of its modes
of corporeality, especially those representing what is
considered unacceptable, unclean, or anti-social. The
subject must disavow part of itself in order to gain a stable
self, and this form of refusal marks whatever identity it
acquires as provisional, and open to breakdown and
instability.ae
This necessarily "disavowed part of [the] self' refers
to those parts of the corporal and social body that are
deemed impure and unstable.
What happens when this "disavowed part of [the] self'
is personified? What agency does this figure, devil, or
humunculus assume? Slavoj Zizek describes the psychic
liberation in deploying an object-thing to substitute for the
self: "By surrendering my innermost content, including my
dreams and anxieties, to the Other, a space opens up in
which I am free to breathe: when the Other laughs for me, I
am free to take a rest; when the Other is sacrifices instead
of me, I am free to go on living with the awareness that
I did atone for my guilt; and so on."af For Zizek, psychic
displacement-whether as god or fetish-in fact regulates
normalcy. Even for the individual who "knows better", their
self-consciousness does not obviate the experience of
cathartic release.
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Fulfilling escapist and scopophilic fantasies, the
MetaFormance letters exceed and invade borders, passing
through a sea of hands that relay and relay and relay the
letter towards its destination until it is finally deposited
directly into the private domestic interior of another.
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Within epistolary communication, the intended reader
may be its recipient (the dialogist), the reader of the
letter-never-sent (the voyeur), the scriptor him/herself
(the monologist or narcissist). So too, there may be
multiple audiences. Regardless of putative addressee,
each entreats its reader to devote their rapt attention.
For Roland Barthes, the desire in written language is
refractory: "What we desire is only the desire the scriptor
has in writing, or again: we desire the desire the author
had for the reader when he was writing, we desire the love-
me which is in all writing."a"
In epistolary communication, when the letter stands in for
the corporally absent scriptor or reader, the schema of
epistolary correspondence takes on a liturgical process
that conflates the letter with lover: a thoughtful literary
composition signifies the writer's devotion to its recipient,
the sending of the letter is analogized as a bodily emission,
the reception of the letter signifies the addressee's
reception of desire. In Paper Machine, Derrida writes:
Paper echoes and resounds, subjectile of an inscription
from which phonetic aspects are never absent, whatever
the system of writing. Beneath the appearance of a
surface, it holds in reserve a volume, folds, a labyrinth
whose walls return the echoes of the voice or song that
it carries itself; for paper also has the range or range of a
voice bearer.. .Paper is utilized in an experience involving
the body, beginning with hands, eyes, voice, ears; so it
mobilizes both time and space.h
He laments:
I do slightly miss the long time, the intervals, and the
rhythm that then used to mark the history of written text,
all is comings and goings before publication. It was also
the chemistry of a conscious or unconscious process of
maturation, the chance of mutations in us, in our desire, in
the bodily closeness with our text in the hands of the other.
ai
In other words, paper is an exteriorated 'subjectile' that
reveals and conceals the body. As an external boundary
of the body it becomes a prosthetic locus of sensual
pleasure. The erotic pleasure of the text emerges from
within this metaphysical tension between body and paper,
the doting intimacy one bestows on paper, the time and
space created through reading and writing.
In Postcards: From Socrates to Plato and Beyond (1987),
a series of letters exchanged between Derrida and a
putative lover, the author writes, ". . .you see that I am
writing it to you, you are touching it, you are touching the
card, my signature, the body of my name--and it is indeed
you who, now, right here. . .--do you love me?"a Upon
receiving his lover's letter, Derrida writes: "I am spending
my time rereading you."ak The plot unfolds through the
sending and receiving of correspondence and complicates
as their epistolary exchange supersedes their relationship.
Presaging the problem of conflating epistolary exchange
with the relationship itself. Derrida writes, "You yourself
explained to me that the jealousy begins with the first
letter."a' And later, "[I can hardly bear] the day when you
no longer will let me put the dot on my Is, the sky will fall
on my head and the fall will be endless ... "a"' For Derrida's
protagonist, the love of language has replace the lover for
another. As Freud warns, "The case [of fetishism] becomes
pathological only when the striving for the fetish fixes itself
beyond such determinations and takes the place of the
normal sexual aim; or again, when the fetish disengages
itself from the person concern and itself becomes a sexual
object."an In failuring to distinguish the love for another with
the love of language, language becomes the fetish that
overshadows the lover's primacy.
The monological nature of Derrida's letter is made
clear when Derrida demands that the recipient of his
letters return to him all the letters he sent. Enraged,
she responds, "Whose letters are these, anyways?"
Derrida has assumed they are his; in doing so he has
annulled her voice. Lacan considers the discovery that
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the addressee of epistolary exchange is the scriptor
himself. "Might a letter to which the sender retains certain
rights then not belong altogether to the person to whom
it is addressed? Or might it be that the latter was never
the true addressee?"ao Lacan explicates the ethical
consequences of narcissistism's demand. "Demand
already constitutes the Other as having the 'privilege' of
satisfying needs, that is, the power to deprive them of
what alone can satisfy. The Other's privilege here thus
outlines the radical form of the gift of what the Other
does not have-namely, what is known as its love."aP For
Lacan, when the demand formulates the Other as the one
who can fulfill, this designation objectifies the Other, thus
denying him/her of a selfless love. "[The demand for a
response] annuls the particularity of everything that can
be granted, by transmuting it into a proof of love, and the
every satisfactions demand obtains for need are debased
to the point of being no more than the crushing brought on
by the demand for love."aq In other words, when the proof
of love pre-structures a response, it obviates an authentic
response. Summarizing Lacan's notion of narcissistic love,
Mark C. Taylor writes about the individual who is unable
to recognize their image-reflection (the imago) as split
from the self; he/she then is unable to see the Other and
collapses the Other into his/her own ego:
The pleasure that the specular ego longs for arises
through a process of 'identification'. . .Since it is ruled
by the principle of identity, the pleasure-seeking ego is
inevitably 'auto-erotic'. In different terms, the effort of the
speculative I/eye to see itself in every 'other' is essentially
narcissistic. The love of the 'I' is always an amour-propre.
Such narcissistic love is inseparably bound up with
aggression. Unwilling to tolerate difference, the 'loving''I'
seeks satisfaction by dominating others and assimilating
difference. This struggle for mastery is the psychological
form of the 'will to power' that Heidegger believes to be
characteristic of the modern philosophy of the subject.ar
The 'specular ego' then both seeks to identify with and
destroy its object of identification. The narcissistic drive
characterizing the epistolary exchange in Postcards
resounds throughout Derrida's other philosophical writings
which assume love is always a self-love, or amour-propre
(a return to oneself). But to understand Postcards as a
mediation on love overlooks the epistolary exchange as a
mediation with death and the Unconscious.
For Derrida, the emission/reception of postcards is likened
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to the game (Fort/Da) played by Freud's infantile grandson
who throws and recoils a spool of thread in response to his
mother's egress and return. Freud and Derrida speculate
that this repetition of this game permits the child to witness
presence/absence, death/return. This pleasurable and
painful impulse originates from what Derrida refers to as
the self-appropriating drive ('proper' or 'se proprier'), a
drive stronger than both life and death that involves a self-
distancing and self-return--a telos. Derrida articulates the
mechanics of the 'proper' drive:
The step must occur within [the organism], from it to it,
between it and itself. Therefore one must send away the
non-proper, reappropriate oneself, make oneself come
back [revenir] (da!) until death. Send oneself [s'envoyer]
the message of one's own death. Such would be the
function of these component drives: to help (auxiliary
function) to die one's own death, to help (function of
assistance: to assist in death) in death's being a return to
the most proper, to the closest to oneself, as if to one's
origin, according to a geneological circle: to send oneself
[s'envoyer] as
In other words, the exteriorizing drive within "geneological
circle" takes place through the heterological Other.
"Heterology is involved, and this is why there is force, and
this is why there is legacy and scene of writing, distancing
"atof oneself and delegation, sending, envoi.
Despite his intentions of scripting a role for the Other,
one is always left wondering whether there is indeed a
place for radical and unpredictable alterity within Derrida's
universalizing philosophy. What happens if the Other
doesn't want to take part in Derrida's solipsistic mediations
with death? Derrida writes of the resistance within the
echo' but what happens when the echo is an embodied
voice with an agenda of its own? What happens when the
voice of the Other is a chorus?
1 See Derrida's writing on Echo and Narcissus in
Positions.
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A specter of speech and an almost- drawing, the printed
word lies between. The printed word mystifies by its
capacity to cajole and spurn, to mirror (e.g., mimesis)
or officiate (e.g., performative utterance). In a recent
riposte to the charge that his speeches were more fluff
that substance, Massachusetts governor Deval Patrick
alluded to the language's historical role in enacting social
change. "We hold these truths to be self-evident that all
men are created equal' -- just words," . "'We have nothing
to fear but fear itself' -- just words. . . . 'I have a dream' --just words. They're all just words."au Patrick suggests that
mere words bear significance on the course of history and
justice.
Invoking the metaphysics of the printed word, Derrida
writes, ". . .and I write to you that I love the delicate
levers which pass between the legs of a word, between
a word and itself to the point of making entire civilizations
seesaw."av The majesty of language, again, is its ability
to command from the position of its near-absence, its
near-nothingness. It is language's evanescent quality that
renders its material substrate haunt all the more.
In an age of electronic communication, the materiality
of paper gains in its evocative force by virtue of its
near-obsolescence. At this particular moment in time,
email communication surrounds the exchange of paper
documents, supporting paper's legacy as signifier of the
real. For instance, even today, contractual exchanges
between entities may involve the preliminary exchange of
emails that ensure and confirm the reception of the paper
document. One might even attach an electronic document
whose parameters (8.5 x 11 inches with one margin
border) refer to original paper documents. And still, one
prints out important documents as a guarantee against the
short life-span of electronic data storage. The spectrality
of the paper document is all the more prescient to those
traveling from industrialized and lesser-developed places
where paper documents still reign.
In essence, the preeminence of a dematerialized writing
technology (e.g., email exchange) produces the paper
letter's fetishistic and spectral puissance. Slavoj Zizek
writes, ". . .in our postmodern age, what we witness
as the gradual dissipation of the very materiality of the
fetish."aw Zizek uses the example of electronic money,
a dematerialized medium whose spectral presence we
sense only through its effect. ". . .the paradox is that
with this spectralization of the fetish, with the progressive
disintegration of its positive materiality, its presence
becomes even more oppressive and all-pervasive, as
if there were no way the subject can escape its hold."ax
According to the "progressive disintegration" of "positive
materiality," the email stands in for the paper letter, which
stands in for the word spoken by the absent Other, which
stands in for the Law (per Lacan) or the Other (per Zizek).
Moreover, the spectralized fetish signifies by summarizing
or invoking the entire (synecdochal) chain of replacements.
"[It is a] paradoxical fact that the dimension of universality
is always sustained by the fixation on some particular
point."ay
In this way, by understanding the implicatives invoked by
the printed word, the player of language games finds a
well-stocked storehouse for linguistic repartee...
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In games whose rules are unknown, the ideal player
is someone enticed by the prospect of writing its rules
anew, someone who willfully suspends belief, someone
who opens towards the future. The temporality of the
indeterminate game is an endless "what if" and "remember
when"; its tone is interrogative (questioning existing order
and law), propositional (suggesting anew), and reflective
(recalling an alternative). As a protected space of deferred
judgment, players by definition must be ready to trust. In
this way, the hunt for a player is a search for someone
with whom to keep secrets. As the anthropologist Johan
Huizinga writes,
The exceptional and special position of play is most
tellingly illustrated by the fact that it loves to surround itself
with an air of secrecy. Even in early childhood the charm
of play is enhanced by making a 'secret' out of it. This is
for us, not for the 'others'. What the 'others' do 'outside'
is no concern of ours at the moment. Inside the circle of
the game the laws and customs of ordinary life no longer
count. We are different and do things differently.az
Huizinga suggests that the space of play is a self-
contained space that sets itself apart from a broader set of
(hegemonic) order. The mystery of the game is the logic of
its self-containment, the system of its governance. Writes
Huizinga:
Inside the play-ground an absolute and peculiar order
reigns. Here we come across another, very positive
feature of play: it creates order, is order. Into an imperfect
world and into the confusion of life it brings a temporary,
supreme. The least deviation from it 'spoils the game',
robs it of its character and makes it worthless. The
profound affinity between play and order is perhaps the
reason why play, as we noted in passing, seems to lie to
such a large extent in the field of aesthetics.ba
Play, then, offers a temporally delimited space for
transgression of social mores, intensification of feeling,
assumption of alternate personage, and more. Exuberant
and excessive, oppositional to normativity, play can only
ephemerally exist. The ephemeral nature of play draws
attention its bounded nature: "Indeed, as soon as the rules
are transgressed the whole play-world collapses. The
game is over. The umpire's whistle breaks the spell and
sets 'real' life going again... Play beings, and then at a
certain moment it is 'over.' It plays itself to an end."b The
importance of sanctioned transgression is underscored
through anthropological examples in which the individual
self-liminalization is regarded as a socially-regulating rite
of passage. In his field investigations of the Nbemu, a
Central African tribe, anthropologist Victor Turner studied
a ritual in which adolescent boys become temporarily
dispossessed of their belongings, divested of their status in
society, and appear different through dress and costume.
He describes the social importance of 'liminality':
Liminality may be partly described as a stage of reflection.
In it those ideas, sentiments, and facts that had been
hitherto for the neophytes bound up in configurations
and accepted unthinkingly are, as, it were, resolved into
their constituents. These constituents are isolated and
made into objects of reflection for the neophytes by such
processes as componental exaggeration and dissociation
by varying concomitants.bc
Those in this state of 'liminality' are considered
ontologically separate from the social whole, a bifurcation
reflected even in the grammatical use of a separate
noun structure to refer to these youth. In their bounded
state, they are endowed a freedom to temporarily create
alternate structures of meaning. Turner writes, "Liminality is
the realm of primitive hypothesis, where there is a certain
freedom to juggle with the facts of existence. As in the
works of Rabelais, there is a promiscuous intermingling
and juxtaposing of the categories of event, experience, and
knowledge, with a pedagogic intention."bd Significantly,
these youth then undergo a ritual to be re-integrated back
into society.
While theorists such as Huizinga, Victor Turner, and
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Cailloisbe focus on the social function of rituals such as
play, the 20th century hermeneutic philosopher Hans Georg
Gadamer methodologically shifts the anthropological
gaze from the production of play to its philosophical
consideration. Imparting to the field of study his
phenomenological heritage, Gadamer consistently de-
ontologizes social givens and interprets them in terms of
process and perception. For example, Gadamer questions
whether it is not the game that grips its players but instead
the player's capacity to participatorily enact a sacral space
of play through the discovery of its order:
The attraction of the game, the fascination it exerts,
consists precisely in the fact that the game masters its
players. . .The real subject of the game is not the player
but instead the game itself. What holds the player in its
spell, draws him into play, and keeps there is the game
itself. This is shown by also by the fact that every game
has its own proper spirit.bf
For Gadamer, the game's "proper spirit" appears as
transcendent, unfolding for its players to interpret. "[Play]
presents itself" through the player's negotiations and
interactions and takes place as a process 'in between.
In other words, the search for a player is ultimately the
desire to achieve a state of that ecstasy in which the game
reveals itself, delimits the playing field (terrain), names its
players, and proscribes the actions. Huizinga describes
being apprehended by this rapture: "The joy inextricably
bound up with playing can turn not only into tension,
but into elation. Frivolity and ecstasy are the twin poles
between which play moves."bh This ecstasy and frivolity
occurs when the individual perceives him/herself as an
agent within a larger unfolding system.
Similarly, the protagonist of Derrida's Postcards engages in
the tragicomedy of a letter-writer's agony and ecstasy--the
writing and rewriting of the same two lines, the nod from
the mailman, the incessant anticipation of an auspicious
sign, signaling an the letter's reception and response, etc.
Derrida writes,
When I am creating correspondence, I mean when I write
several letters consecutively, I am terrified at the moment
of putting the thing underseal. And if I were to make a
mistake about the addressee, invert the addresses, or put
several letters into the same envelope? This happens to
me, and it is rare that I do not reopen certain letters, after
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having failed to identify them by holding them up to the
light at the moment of throwing them into the box. My
sorting and my postal traffic is this scene. It precedes and
follows the last pickup, the other one, the next one, or the
one I missed. The obsessional moment occasionally lasts
beyond the imaginable. Once the letter or the lot of letters
is gone (I have finally unclenched my hand), I can remain
planted in front of the box as if before an irreparable crime,
tempted to await the following pickup in order to secure the
facteur and to take everything back, in order to verify at
least one last time the adequation of addresses.
For Derrida, the postoffice and mailperson personifies the
site of epistolary convergence. Perceived with heightened
sensibility, they become folded into the protagonist's
drama. Describing his relationship with his postmaster,
Derrida writes, "I think she really understands me, she
would like to take part in a great scene that she does not
see, she treats me a bit like a son who comes to make
obscene confidences to her."bi
Like Derrida's protagonist who knows he himself invented
the "postal pleasure," the player of the make-believe game
is likewise lured by the game that seemingly possesses an
interior logic. Writes Gadamer:
The players are not the subjects of play; instead play
merely reaches presentation (Darstellung) through the
players.. .The movement backwards and forward is so
central to the definition of play that it makes no difference
who or what performs this movement. The movement of
play as such has, as it were, no substrate. It is the game
that is played - it is irrelevant whether or not there is a
subject who plays it. The play is the occurrence of the
movement as such.'
For Gadamer, play is not just the discovery of transcendent
order and ontological thresholds. "Play is more than a
subjective act. Language is more than the consciousness
of the speaker; so also it is more than a subjective act." b
Gadamer uses the term "transformation into structure"
to name this process by which language or play become
"something more":
I call this change, in which human play comes to its true
consummation in being art, transformation into structure.
Only through this change does play achieve ideality,
so that it can be intended and understood as play . .
.Transformation means that something is suddenly and
as a whole something else, that this other transformed
thing that it has become is its true being, in comparison
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with which its earlier being is nil.. .Thus transformation
into structure means that what existed previously exists
no longer. But also that what now exists, what represents
itself in the play of art, is the lasting and truem.
Gadamer's invocation of ever-lasting 'truth' problematically
recalls the universalist claims of Kant's transcendental
consciousness. Nonetheless, I find Gadamer's description
of this process useful for describing the experience of
the player who perceives the game's rules as exterior
and requiring divination. But Gadamer alos puts for that
"genuine play possesses besides its formal characteristics
and its joyful mood, at least one further very essential
feature, namely the consciousness, however latent,
of 'only pretending'. The question remains how far
such a consciousness is compatible with the ritual act
performed in devotion."bn Assenting to the player's double
consciousness, Gadamer continues:
Play fulfills its purpose only the player loses himself in
play. Seriousness is not merely something that calls us
away from play; rather, seriousness in playing is necessary
to make the play wholly play. The player knows very well
what play is, and that what he is doing is 'only a game'; but
he does not know what exactly he 'knows' in knowing that.
bo
Acknowledging that the players by definition know that the
game is "only a game" seems to undermine Gadamer's
insistence that play is transcendental. This nugget of
implausibility and philosophical instability, however,
reminds us that Gadamer's hermeneutics describes the
player's experience of invoking the universal sublime, this
sensation does not necessarily confirm its existence. What
Gadamer's hermeneutics of play obscures is that while the
rules or logic of the game appear as divinely exterior and
transcendent, they are in fact (eschatological) rarefactions
of those same historical symbolic structures that present
themselves through the myths, language, and body of the
subject.
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C, onclusion
The Rejondrer,
or, EODpses & Eschatodogy.
I take up Derrida's consideration of the ellipses -- ". .
." - that figure of speech that extends declarations into
time and space. Through their textual insertion, the
ellipses ambiguates the preceding and succeeding
declaratives, reframes them as either quasi-questions,
and defers resolve. For Derrida, the conclusion of a
book (a production delimited by an author and reader)
signals its return as a text (discourse divorced from its
authorial creation and open to interpolation). Through
the death of the author, the book is (re-)inaugurated
into the continuity of discourse. Derrida describes the
process by which the ellipsis paradoxically both closes a
statement and joins it to others: "Within the elleipsis, by
means of simple redoubling of the route, the solicitation of
closure, and the jointing of a line, the book has let itself be
though as such."bP Through its indeterminacy, the ellipses
thus commands, luring the reader and writer towards
transcendence. "It is there, but out there, beyond, within
repetition, but eluding us there. It is there like the shadow
of the book, the third party between the hands holding the
book, the deferral within the now of writing, the distance
between the book and the book, that other hand."bq
Conceived in terms that echo the structure of Freud's
drives, Heidegger's 'Being towards Death', and Nietzche's
'eternal return', Derrida writes,
... what disposes it in this way, we now know, is not
the origin, but that which takes its place which is not,
moreover, the opposite of an origin. It is not absence
instead of presence, but a trace which replaces a presence
which has never been present, an origin by means of
which nothing has begun. Now, the book has lived on
this lure: to have given us to believe that passion, having
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..... . ......... ... originally been impassioned by something, could in the end
be appeased by the return of that something. Lure of the
... . origin, the end, the line, the ring, the volume, the center.br
Derrida's interpretation of the "lure" makes for an
interesting comparison with Foucault's historicist model for
understanding the production of discourse. For Foucault,
authorial divestiture is described as a process by which
objects ("positivities") and their (spatial) interrelation render
order.
............ ......... At the moment when language, as spoken and scattered
-.. ---- words, becomes an object of knowledge, we see it
........... reappearing in a strictly opposite modality: a silent,
........... cautious deposition of the word upon the whiteness of
a piece of paper, were it can possess neither sound nor
interlocutor, where it has nothing to say but itself, nothing
........ to do but shine in the brightness of its being.bs
-. .------------- In The Archaeology of Knowledge, Foucault describes a
.... . ............ .... 'positivity' as that which has become exterior to the human
................... . . .. subject and part of an intelligible order:
"Different oeuvres, dispersed books, that whole mass
of texts that belong to a single discursive formation. .
.... . .communicate by the form of positivity of their discourse. .
"bt
. . ..... .............. In Foucault Revolutionizes History (1997), Paul Veyne
......... . ... explains a paradox which he cites as Foucault's 'most
original thesis.' Veyne summarizes, "What is made, the
object, is explained by what went into its making at each
.......... moment of history; we are wrong to imagine that the
.......... . ......... making, the practice, is explained on the basis of what is
made." bu Veyne uses the term 'rarefaction' to describes
........ . how Foucault envisages this process of exteriorization:
......... . ... "The method thus consists. . .in understanding that things
................ .are only objectivizations of determined practices and
that the determinations must be brought to light, since
consciousness fails to conceptualize them." The object,
..... once rarified, becomes a self-evidentiary message from
.... ... which we gain vantage on the entire network of distinct
....... . ....... .sites that reveal the order of things.
Derrida and Foucault both describe the process by
which text (re)joins discourses. By combining Derrida's
deconstructivist perspective on authorial divestiture(embodied in the figure of the ellipse) and Foucault's
historical ontology (characterized in his notion of
"positivities"), together we describe a way that the drives
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within writing reveal their historical subjectivity. Both
theorists, however, unsatisfactorily describe the pleasure
and horror induced by that eschatological moment of
textual rarefaction. Certainly, there is an exhilaration
at the very moment in which writing becomes divorced
from the body who wrote it. Rejoining Kristeva, Elizabeth
Gross identifies the uncanny moment of recognizing bodily
ejection as a moment of comprehending (in)finitude.
"Abjection is a reaction to the recognition of the impossible
but necessary transcendence of the subject' s corporeality,
and the imputer, defiling elements of its uncontrollable
materiality. It is a response to the various bodily cycles of
incorporation, absorption, depletion, expulsion, the cycles
of material rejuvenation and consumption necessary
to sustain itself yet incapable of social recognition and
representation."bv
While for Kristeva, a comprehension of transcendence is a
bodily, eschatological intuition, for Bataille, a fundamental
existential isolation finds transcendence in communication:
Reproduction implies the existence of discontinuous
beings. Beings which reproduce themselves are distinct
from one another, and those reproduced are likewise
distinct form each other, just as they are distinct from their
parents. Each being is distinct from all others. His birth,
his death, the events of his life may have an interest for
others, but he alone is directly concerned in them. He
is born alone. He dies alone. Between one being and
another, there is a gulf, a discontinuity.bw
And elsewhere: "To communicate means to try to establish
a unity, to make one of many; this is what the word
communion means. In one way or another, something is
always missing from the communion sought by humans,
driven by the feeling that solitude is impotence itself."bx
For Bataille, then, communication seeks continuity, a
counter-measure to existential isolation. Comparing
Bataille's affirmation of communion points out the
antihumanist thrust within Derrida's negative dialectics and
pathologization at work in Kristeva's notion of abjection.
I want to offer the ellipses as a -meta figure that sutures
discrete bodies into a constellation of polyphonic
discourse. As the space between determination, it
embraces ambiguity, polyphony, and slippage. As that
metonmymizing mark that conjoins part to whole, book
to text, the ellipses seeks to rejoin the singular with the
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"oceanic"y--a term Freud used to refer to limitlessness
and continuity. Like the game of Fort/Da, the ellipses
enables the witnessing of death and transcendence.
........... .Spectrally present, the ellipses drives the work towards
. ..... . . .... . . . ...... -its eschatological rarefaction and that moment where, by
. ....... . .. .. . .. ..... .virtue of its externality reveals the historicity of its own
............... .production. The ellipses opens the statement towards
others, inviting its interpolation, a call for the Other to
partake. Like the Surrealist game of Exquisite Corpse in
which one part of the figure is drawn, then left for others
....... .to successively fill, the ellipses is an invitation for the
................. 
.heterological rejoinder.
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Appendix
(Career Advice from http://www.career.vt.edu/JOBSEARC/coversamples.htm, accessed 5/4/07)
All cover letters should:
Explain why you are sending a resume. Don't make the reader guess what you are
asking for; be specific: Do you want a summer internship opportunity, or a permanent
position at graduation; are you inquiring about future employment possibilities?
Tell specifically how you learned about the position or the organization - a flyer posted
in your department, a web site, a family friend who works at the organization. It is
appropriate to mention the name of someone who suggested that you write.
Convince the reader to look at your resume. The cover letter will be seen first.
Therefore, it must be very well written and targeted to that employer.
Call attention to elements of your background - education, leadership, experience
- that are relevant to a position you are seeking. Be as specific as possible, using
examples.
Reflect your attitude, personality, motivation, enthusiasm, and communication skills.
Provide or refer to any information specifically requested in a job advertisement that
might not be covered in your resume, such as availability date, or reference to an
attached writing sample.
Indicate what you will do to follow-up.
In a letter of application - applying for an advertised opening - applicants
often say something like "I look forward to hearing from you." However, if you
have further contact info (e.g. phone number) and if the employer hasn't said
"no phone calls," it's better to take the initiative to follow-up, saying something
like, "I will contact you in the next two weeks to see if you require any additional
information regarding my qualifications."
In a letter of inquiry - asking about the possibility of an opening - don't assume
the employer will contact you. You should say something like, "I will contact
you in two weeks to learn more about upcoming employment opportunities with
(name of organization)." Then mark your calendar to make the call.
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("What Makes a Good Cover Letter". JobStar.com, accessed 5/5/07.)
1. No spelling or typing errors. Not even one.
2. Address it to the person who can hire you. Resumes sent to the personnel
department have a tougher time of it. If you can find out (through networking and
researching) exactly who is making the hiring decision, address the letter to that
person. Be sure the name is spelled correctly and the title is correct. A touch of
formality is good too: address the person as "Mr.," Ms., "Mrs.," "Miss," "Dr., or
"Professor." (Yes, life is complicated.)
3. Write it in your own words so that it sounds like you--not like something out of
a book. (Electra gets in trouble with libraries when she says things like this.)
Employers are looking for knowledge, enthusiasm, focus.
4. Being "natural" makes many people nervous. And then even more nervous because
they are trying to avoid spelling errors and grammatical mistakes. If you need a little
help with grammar (do they still teach grammar?)--check out the classic work on
simple writing, Strunk & White's Elements of Style, published in 1918 and now online. A
good place to begin is "Chapter 5: Words and Expressions Commonly Misused."
5. Show that you know something about the company and the industry. This is where your
research comes in. Don't go overboard--just make it clear that you didn't pick this
company out of the phone book. You know who they are, what they do and you have
chosen them!
6. Use terms and phrases that are meaningful to the employer. (This is where your
industry research and networking come in.) If you are applying for an advertised
position, use the requirements in the ad and put them in BOLD type. For example:
the ad says--
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(sample cover letter from http://www.career.vt.edu/JOBSEARC/coversamples.htm, accessed
5/4/07)
Your Street Address
City, State Zip Code
Telephone Number
Email Address
Month, Day, Year
Mr./Ms./Dr. FirstName LastName
Title
Name of Organization
Street or P. 0. Box Address
City, State Zip Code
Dear Mr./Ms./Dr. LastName:
Opening paragraph: State why you are writing; how you learned of the organization or
position, and basic information about yourself.
2nd paragraph: Tell why you are interested in the employer or type of work the employer
does (Simply stating that you are interested does not tell why, and can sound like a form
letter). Demonstrate that you know enough about the employer or position to relate your
background to the employer or position. Mention specific qualifications which make
you a good fit for the employer's needs. This is an opportunity to explain in more detail
relevant items in your resume. Refer to the fact that your resume is enclosed. Mention
other enclosures if such are required to apply for a position.
3rd paragraph: Indicate that you would like the opportunity to interview for a position or
to talk with the employer to learn more about their opportunities or hiring plans. State
what you will do to follow up, such as telephone the employer within two weeks, If you
will be in the employer's location and could offer to schedule a visit, indicate when. State
that you would be glad to provide the employer with any additional information needed.
Thank the employer for her/his consideration.
Sincerely,
(Your handwritten signature)
Your name typed
Enclosure(s) (refers to resume, etc.)
(Note: the contents of your letter might best be arranged into four paragraphs. Consider
what you need to say and use good writing style. See the following examples for
variations in organization and layout.)
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(advice to students on applying to jobs, from the Writing Center at Renssalaer
Polytechnic Institute, http://www.rpi.edu/web/writingcenter/cover ietter.html, accessed 5/4/07)
Audience
A cover letter provides, in a very real sense, an opportunity to let your prospective
employer hear your voice. It reflects your personality, your attention to detail, your
communication skills, your enthusiasm, your intellect, and your specific interest in the
company to which you are sending the letter.
Therefore, cover letters should be tailored to each specific company you are applying
to. You should conduct enough research to know the interests, needs, values, and goals
of each company, and your letters should reflect that knowledge.
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c "What Makes a Good Cover Letter". JobStar.com, accessed 5/5/07.
d See various articles on how to write a cover letter in the Appendix
e Derrida, Jacques. Positions. quoted through Taylor, Mark C. Altarity, 280.
f Ibid.
g Kristeva, Julia. Portable Kristeva,111.
h Barthes, Roland. The Rustle of Language, 41.
Derrida, Jacques. Paper Machine, 41.
Barker, Francis. The Tremulous Private Body: Essays on Subjection, 8.
k Ibid., 62.
I See Barthes, Roland. The Rustle of Language and The Pleasure of the Text.
m Peltier, Philippe. "Oceania: Objects of Revelation and Desire," 66-7.
n Benjamin, Walter. illuminations, 5.
o Kierkegaard, S. Works on Love, 270
p Ibid., 274.
q Buber, Martin. / and Thou, 78
r Ibid.
s See Kristeva, Julia. "Strangers to Ourselves."
t See introduction to Sommer, D. BilingualAesthetics.
u Ibid., 13.
v "agonistic democracy" is the term deployed by Chantal Mouffe in various writings.
w Sommer, D. Bilingual Aesthetics, 60
x Ibid.
y Ibid., 59.
z Henri Lefebvre quoted through Bruno, Giuliana. Atlas of Emotion, 258
aa Bruno, Giuliana. Atlas of Emotion, 252.
ab Ibid.
ac Ibid., 254.
ad Kristeva, Julia. Portable Kristeva, 241
ae Gross, Elizabeth. "The Body of Signification," 86.
af Zizek, Slavoj. The Plague of Fantasies, 109.
ag Barthes, Roland. A Barthes Reader, 41.
ah Derrida, Jacques. Paper Machine, 44.
ai Ibid., 26.
aj Derrida, Jacques. The Postcard: From Socrates to Freud and Beyond, 73.
ak Ibid., 50.
al Ibid., 15.
am Ibid., 26.
an Freud, Sigmund. The Basic Writings of Sigmund Freud, 567.
ao Lacan, Jacques. Ecrits, 19.
ap Ibid., 278.
aq Ibid., 276.
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ar Taylor, Mark C. Altarity, 99.
as Derrida, Jacques. The Postcard: 355-6.
at Ibid., 256-7.
au Helman, Scott. "Patrick, Obama campaign share the language of 'hope,"' The Boston
Globe: 4/16/07.
av Derrida, Jacques. The Postcard, 278.
aw Zizek, Slavoj. The Plague of Fantasies, 103.
ax Ibid.
ay Ibid.
az Huizinga, Johan. Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play Element in Culture, 14.
ba Ibid., 10.
bb Ibid., 9.
bc Turner, Victor. A Forest of Symbols, 105.
bd Ibid., 106.
be For more information on the anthropology of games, I recommend the following: Johan
Huizinga (Homo Ludens, 1950), Roger Caillois (Man Play and Games, 1933) and Victor
Turner (A Forest of Symbols, 1967)
bf Gadamer, Hans. Truth and Method, 106.
bg Ibid., 109.
bh Ibid., 21.
bi Derrida, Jacques. The Postcard, 102.
bj Ibid., 110.
bk Ibid., 103-4.
bl Ibid., xxxiii.
bm Ibid.
bn Huizinga, Johan. Homo Ludens, 22.
bo Ibid., 103.
bp Derrida, Jacques. Writing & Difference, 296.
bq Ibid., 300.
br Ibid., 295.
bs Foucault, Michel. The Order of Things, 300.
bt Foucault, Michel. The Archaeology of Knowledge, 127.
bu Veyne, Paul. "Foucault Revolutionizes History," 161.
bv Gross, Elizabeth. "The Body of Signification," 88.
bw Bataille, George. Erotism, 12.
bx Bataille, George. The Unfinished System of NonKnowledge, 5.
by In his opening paragraph to Civilization and Its Discontents (1930), Freud begins by
describes his repartee with a colleague who admonishes him for failing to properly
comprehend the true source of religious sentiment. Freud's colleague describes, "This
[sensation] consists in a peculiar feeling, which he himself is never without, which he
finds confirmed by many others, and which he may suppose is present in millions of
people. It is a feeling which he would like to call a sensation of 'eternity', a feeling as
of something limitless, unfounded--as it were, 'oceanic"' (Freud: "Civilization and Its
Discontents" in A Freud Reader: 723). Somewhat humorously, Freud then concludes
that while the notion of the 'oceanic' posed a challenge to his theories, he could in fact
not discover the 'oceanic' feeling within himself.
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